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The Battelle Fine Arts Center was dedicated April 
7, 1979.
Battelle Memorial Institute President 
Dr. Sherwood Fawcett officially opened the 
Battelle Fine Arts Center.
Nancy Myers Norris, Evelyn Svec Ward, Judith E(J 
Lloyd C. Savage, Janis-Rozena Peri, Earl Hassenft 
Turner.
Janis-Rozena Peri, a mezzo-soprano, gave a 
performance for alumni and friends at the 
Dedication Concert.
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Dotfelle Rne Arts Center Dedicated
)rthy Wray, Jack B. Wright, Dennis Romer,
\g (representing Lillian Kornblum) and Chet
A trumpet fanfare began the ceremonies.
Otterbein College’s new Battelle Fine 
Arts Center was dedicated April 7, 1979.
An awards presentation for 
distinguished Otterbein alumni in the 
fine arts area and tours of the Battelle 
Fine Arts Center highlighted the 
afternoon’s ceremonies.
An exhibit of art done by Otterbein 
alumni was also on display.
The Battelle Fine Arts Center is the 
new home of the music and art 
departments and the dance area at 
Otterbein. The Battelle building was 
previously the Alumni Gymnasium and 
was renovated by monies raised in the 
Decision For The Arts campaign, a 
fund-raising drive designed primarily for 
the upgrading of the fine arts program.
Three categories of awards were 
presented during the awards program 
by Nancy Myers Norris ’61. Educators in 
the Arts awards were given to Lloyd C. 
Savage ’48, a retired music supervisor. 
Jack B. Wright ’65, theatre professor at 
the University of Kansas, and Lillian 
Kornblum, a retired visual arts professor 
at Otterbein.
Performing Arts awards were 
presented to singer Janis-Rozena Peri 
’64, in music, actor Dennis Romer '71, 
in theatre and artist Evelyn Svec Ward 
’43, in visual arts. An Educator and 
Performing Arts award was given to 
Judith Edworthy Wray ’50, an arts 
administrator in Colorado.
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Comprehensive Fee Increase 
Announced
To help offset continually rising costs 
the Otterbein College Board of Trustees 
approved a $378 comprehensive fee 
increase. This will bring the amount 
paid for tuition, room and board to 
$5,496 for the 1979-80 academic year. 
The comprehensive fee increase 
amounts to 7.4% over 1978-79.
The tuition portion of the 
comprehensive fee will be $3,954, an 
increase of $258 or 7% over the 1978-79 
figure. Base price for rooms will rise 
$42 to a figure of $678. That represents 
an increase of 6.6%. Board costs will 
increase $78 to $864, an increase of 
9.9%.
While fees have continued to 
increase, there is more federal, state 
and local money available for student 
financial aid than at any time in the 
recent past, according to Otterbein 
President Thomas J. Kerr, IV.
In addition, $400,000 of funds directed 
toward student scholarships has been 
made available to Otterbein students in 
the past two years in the form of gifts 
from Battelle Memorial Institute and the 
Rike Family Foundation.
The increases in fees at Otterbein for 
1979-80 are similar to the average 
increase at other independent colleges 
and universities in Ohio. Otterbein’s 
$258 increase in tuition is identical to 
the average, while the combined room 
and board hike of $120 is only slightly 
above the statewide average.
In addition to the comprehensive fee 
increase, fees per unit of credit in 
summer school have increased $15 to a 
figure of $285. The cost for an overload 
(more than IOV2 units per academic 
year) has also risen $15 to $285.
Adult Degree Program units will 




Dr. John Ellis, former Columbus 
superintendent of schools and the 
present U.S. Deputy Commissioner of 
Education, will be Otterbein College’s 
1979 spring commencement speaker at 
graduation ceremonies June 10.
Dr. Ellis will also accept an honorary 
Doctor of Pedagogy degree during the 
ceremonies. Two other honorary 
degrees are scheduled to be awarded. 
Mr. John Fisher, president of 
Nationwide Insurance and an Otterbein 
trustee, will be given a Doctor of Laws 
degree. Miss Janet L. Roberts ’46, will 
be awarded a Doctor of Humanities 
degree.
Bacculaurate services will begin at 9 
a.m. and will be followed by a Bavarian 
brunch from 10 a.m. to 11:15 a.m. 
Commencement exercises are 
scheduled to start at 11:30 a.m.
College Seeks New Alumni 
Director
otterbein College is seeking a 
Director of Alumni Relations to plan, 
organize and direct the alumni office. 
The candidate must be able to plan 
alumni events, assist with alumni 
publications and plan and implement 
alumni fund raising under the 
supervision of the Director of 
Development.
Chet Turner ’43, Director of Alumni 
and Church Relations since 1966, will 
assume the position of Director of 
Church Relations as of July 1.
Salary for the position of Director of 
Alumni Relations is negotiable, 
dependent upon experience. Send full 
resume no later than May 25 to Franklin 
D. Fite, Vice President for Development 
and Public Relations, Otterbein College, 
Westerville, Ohio 43081._____________
Myers to Serve os V. P. Assistant
Otterbein’s new assistant to the vice 
president of development is Philip F. 
Myers, the retired director of 
development for Ohio Dominican 
College. His duties include the research 
of files, the contact of prospective 
contributors and the preparation of 
proposals to corporations and 
foundations.
Wittenberg University, Western 
College for Women in Oxford, Ohio, 
Milton College in Milton, Wisconsin and 
Ohio Dominican College have benefited 
from Myers’ fund raising abilities. He 
has also been the campaign director for 
the professional New York fund raising 
firm, Tamblyn and Brown Inc.
Mr. Myers completed his 
undergraduate work in American History 
and economics at Brown University. He 
later received his master’s degree in 
education from Springfield College.
He also serves as a consultant to 
other organizations in addition to his 
work at Otterbein.
Roosevelt is Senior Fellow
James Roosevelt, former U.S. 
Congressman and the eldest son of 
President Franklin D. Roosevelt, 
lectured on “Our National Priorities: 
What We Can Practically Hope to do 
About Them ’ in a public lecture at 
Otterbein's Cowan Hall on April 9, 1979. 
Mr. Roosevelt’s lecture was part of 
Otterbein’s Senior Fellow Program for 
the spring term.
A graduate of Harvard University,
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Roosevelt served six terms as a U.S. 
Congressman from the 26th district in 
California. He was also a U.S. 
Representative to the United Nations 
Economic and Social Council, 1965-67.
Mr. Roosevelt is currently president of 
James Roosevelt and Company, 
business and financial consultants 
based in Newport Beach, California. He 
is also president of the Eleanor 
Roosevelt Cancer Foundation and 
serves on various boards and advisory 
committees, including trustee of the 
National Foundation, March of Dimes.
As an Otterbein Senior Fellow, Mr. 
Roosevelt spoke to Otterbein students, 
faculty and staff in a series of class 
lectures, luncheons and dinners.
The Otterbein Senior Fellow Program 
utilizes successful professional people 
as a liaison between the college 
classroom and the world of practical 
affairs students will encounter after 
graduation. The Otterbein Senior Fellow 
Program is currently in its fifth year.
Children's Theatre Director 
Named "Woman of the Year"
Petie Dodrill, costumer and director 
of the Otterbein Children’s Theatre, was 
honored April 8, 1979 as “Woman of the 
Year’’ by the Westerville Otterbein 
Women's Club.
A graduate of Penn State University 
with a M.A. in theatre, Mrs. Dodrill 
maintains a busy schedule. Not only 
does she teach drama to students at 
Gahanna-Lincoln High School, but she 
recently completed her 64th Otterbein 
College Theatre production (“The 
Merchant of Venice’’) as costumer.
Her involvement with the Otterbein 
Children’s Theatre began in 1967 when
she directed “Hansel and Gretel.’’ She 
has also directed six children’s shows 
for the Otterbein Summer Theatre 
program.
Mrs. Dodriil’s selection by the 
Westerville Otterbein Women’s Club as 
“Woman of the Year’’ represents a 
continuing tradition of recognizing the 
personal and professional achievements 
of women with ties to Otterbein.
Greek News
Otterbein Greeks report a busy year. 
Some of their activities follow:
EPSILON KAPPA TAU: The sisters of 
EKT played host to girls from a nearby 
halfway house and also wish to extend 
thanks to alumni for the financial 
assistance that allowed them to buy 2 
new refrigerators and to Grace Burdge 
Augspurger ’39 who provided a new hot 
water heater for the house.
TAU EPSILON MU; TEM pledges were 
volunteers at Mann Nursing Home and 
helped provide a dinner for the patients. 
THETA NU; Theta Nu women are proud 
of service projects that include a 
donation to the Jerry Lewis Telethon, 
involvement in Campus Sharing Day 
and visits to various nursing homes. 
KAPPA PHI OMEGA: The Kappa Phi 
Omega House was partially remodeled 
this year and the women are in the 
process of establishing new goals for 
1979-80.
RHO KAPPA DELTA: As a recently 
revived sorority, the organizational 
objectives have been getting people 
acquainted and building sorority unity. 
SIGMA ALPHA TAU; The sisters of 
Sigma Alpha Tau sponsored a 
Halloween party for the School of the 
Blind and continue to look for a new 
house.
PI BETA SIGMA: The brothers of Pi Sig
participated in the Heart Fund Drive and 
have been raising money to finance 
house renovations.
ETA PHI MU: Eta Phi Mu are proud of 
the current appearance of their house 
and extend an invitation to all alumni to 
visit.
LAMBDA GAMMA EPSILON: Lambda 
Gamma Epsilon has remodeled the 
house kitchen thanks to alumni and 
chapter fund raising. Other areas of the 
house have also been remodeled.
PI KAPPA PHI: The men of Country Club 
began the school year in a house that 
had been completely remodeled by 
alumni. They wish to express their 
thanks.
ZETA PHI: The group reports a 
successful rush season.
SIGMA DELTA PHI: The brothers of 
Sigma Delta Phi hosted an Alumni 
Dinner. Structural alterations have also 
been made on the fraternity house.
Trustee Named to Housing Hall 
of Fame
Ernest G. Fritsche ’38, Otterbein 
College trustee and Columbus builder 
and land developer, was elected to the 
Housing Hall of Fame at the recent 
convention of the National Association 
of Home Builders.
Mr. Fritsche was chosen along with 
14 others for his contributions to 
America’s housing industry during the 
1960’s.
During his career in the housing 
industry, he served as president of the 
Columbus Home Builders Association, 
now known as the Building Industry 
Association of Central Ohio, president 
of the Ohio Home Builders Association 
and on the executive committee and 
many other committees of the National 
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Director of Public Relorions
To know that 100 novels have been 
written by the combined forces of 
Rebecca Danton, Louisa Bronte, Janette 
Radcliffe and Janet Louise Roberts is 
rather impressive.
To learn that those “combined 
forces’’ all belong to one author, Janet 
Louise Roberts ’46, makes the feat 
amazing!
With the publication of THE 
VALLETTE HERITAGE this spring, Miss 
Roberts marks the appearance of her 
hundredth novel in print. And those 100 
books, all published in paperback, 
amount to what she estimates to be 
nearly 10 million total copies printed.
Books such as FIRE OPALS by 
Rebecca Danton, THE VALLETTE 
HERITAGE by Louisa Bronte, STORMY 
SURRENDER by Janette Radcliffe and 
ISLAND OF DESIRE by Janet Louise 
Roberts are all works you might find in 
your local library or in the racks at your 
local book sellers.
These works, and the 96 other titles 
she has penned, fit largely into 
categories of gothics, regencies and 
three generation historical sagas.
But how did this Otterbein graduate 
and daughter of an E.U.B. minister and 
seminary president come to be one of 
America’s most prolific and most 
successful writers of romantic novels?
“Writing has always been my first 
love,’’ Janet Roberts replies.
She entered Otterbein College in the 
autumn of 1942 with intentions of 
becoming a chemist.
“I found the science courses to be 
quite good, ” she explains, “but I 
absolutely loved every literature and 
composition course I took. I soon 
realized that I belonged in the English 
Department, so I became an English 
major.’’
Even before becoming an Otterbein 
student, she was a writer, but Otterbein 
provided the opportunity to develop 
writing skills. Work in the college 
courses came very easy for her, 
affording a good deal of “extra time’’ 
which she naturally used for writing.
While much of the writing was for her 
own practice, not all of it fit that 
category. She took every opportunity to 
write for student publications on 
campus. She was a regular contributor 
to QUIZ & QUILL and president of the 
organization her senior year, a staff 
member of the TAN & CARDINAL during 
all four of her student years, and a 
SIBYL staff member during her junior 
and senior years. In fact, during her 
senior year, Janet and her cousin, Sylvia 
Phillips Vance ’47, currently an assistant 
professor of French at Otterbein, were 
co-editors of the 1946 edition of the 
SIBYL.
Even with the extensive writing 
experiences she had as a student, Janet 
says it was the sound advice of an 
English professor, C. O. Altman ’05, that 
prepared her best for what was ahead in 
her pursuit of a writing career.
“He always encouraged me, saying I 
could be a writer if I wanted,’’ she 
remembers. “But he also warned 
repeatedly that it would be a long, hard 
struggle. He warned it would be many 
years before I could hope to become 
accomplished and do as well as I might 
want.’’
Those were lessons Janet Roberts has 
taken to heart and elaborates when 
talking with young, aspiring writers 
today.
“Throw away the first million words 
you write! They’re only practice!’’ she 
says.
This rigorous philosophy led her to 
destroy the first six novels she penned. 
And of the more than twenty early short 
stories she wrote, she saved only six. In
Professor C. O. Altman '05
"He always encouraged 
me, saying I could be a 
writer if I wanted. Dut he 
also worned repeatedly 
that it would be a long, 
hard struggle."
fact, it was 1953, seven years after 
graduating from Otterbein, before she 
was paid for any of her writing.
Upon graduating from Otterbein Janet 
Roberts took clerical positions. She 
describes it as “looking for a position 
that would allow me to continue 
writing.’’ By 1965 she had decided to 
return to school, and in 1966 she 
received a master’s degree in library 
science from Columbia University.
She became a reference librarian at 
the Dayton and Montgomery County 
Public Library in June 1966, a position 
she explains helped her a great deal in 
doing the historical research for her 
novels. She left the library September 1, 
1978, to write full-time.
Today she is not anxious to talk about 
many of her earlier novels, works she 
says she “would just as soon forget.’’ 
When asked if she considers herself 
reaching her prime as a writer, she 
immediately answers, “No!”
The twinkle in her eye when talking 
about her Ctterbein experience leads 
one quickly to conclude that the 
College was a major factor in her 
development as a writer. She says firmly 
and convincingly that Ctterbein College 
with its liberal arts tradition was 
“absolutely the correct place’’ for her 
education to become a writer.
She remembers being given the 
opportunity and strong encouragement 
to explore everything academically, to 
take all the sciences and humanities she 
could, and to take third-year philosophy, 
even though she had not taken courses 
the first two years!
After only a short talk with Janet, it is 
readily apparent she is a most eloquent 
spokesman for the Ctterbein philosophy 
of a liberal arts education in the 
Christian tradition. And that may be 
explained, in part, by the long 
connection of her family with the 
College.
Both of Janet’s parents. Dr. Walter N. 
Roberts and Marjorie Miller Roberts,
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were graduates of Ctterbein’s Class of 
1921. Dr. Roberts served from 1938-65 
as President of United Theological 
Seminary (originally Bonebrake 
Seminary) in Dayton. But Janet Roberts 
is actually the fourth generation of her 
family associated with Ctterbein! Her 
grandfather, Lucius C. Miller, was an 
1879 Ctterbein graduate and her 
great-grandfather, John Haywood, was a 
mathematics professor at Ctterbein 
from 1851 to 1893 and recipient of an 
honorary degree from the College in 
1892.
Two other members of Janet’s 
immediate family also followed in the 
Ctterbein tradition, her sister Edna Mae 
Roberts Rudy ’49 and her brother 
Charles W. Roberts ’49.
To understand how Janet Roberts 
works quickly dispels any notion that a 
successful novelist turns out 100 books 
by “churning out’’ quickly conceived 
plot after quickly conceived plot.
Her system is to work on as many as 
six to twelve books at one time, but in 
significantly different stages. She is 
never writing more than one at a time, 
but she is researching and outlining 
many.
The genesis of a story idea might 
come during one of her many travels. If 
not, a vast amount of the research into 
such elements as setting, people, 
cultural habits, environmental 
characteristics, clothing and even food 
will take place during the travels.
“I don’t really take vacations,’’ Janet 
explains. “I travel to get ideas and to 
research my stories.’’
These travels, and the resultant 
settings of many of her books, have 
included such places as England, 
France, Italy, Spain, Greece, Turkey, 
Hawaii, Mexico, Scotland and Japan.
The meticulous nature of her 
historical research matches the “on 
location’’ geographic and social 
research, and a quick scanning of her 
personal library demonstrates the extent
to which she goes. The books range 
from period cookbooks and treatises on 
costumes and clothing to the early 
history of the development of the 
automobile. (Her readers can expect a 
future novel to be set in or around the 
early automobile industry.)
The background reading and research 
often takes one-and-a-half to two years. 
By the end of that time she will have 
prepared, or be in process of preparing, 
a complete outline of the novel and a 
complete dossier on every major 
character in the work.
As for the characters, don’t look for 
copies of Janet Roberts’ friends and 
acquaintances in her novels. While 
certain character traits she has 
observed, especially among children 
and babies, may become part of one of 
her character’s traits, she purposely 
stays clear of patterning her characters 
after persons she knows. (One 
exception she has made to copying a 
character was when she used her 
sister’s dachshund puppy as a 
“character” in two of the novels!)
The pen names of the Dayton 
authoress were originally used to save 
her father from any embarrassment 
which might result from the daughter of 
the president of a seminary writing 
“romatic novels.” She says she worried 
in those earlier years about the 
difficulties he might have from the 
“more conservative elements of the 
Church.”
Many of the earlier pen names she 
doesn’t reveal since she wants to avoid 
discussing some of her earliest works. 
But the current three pen names are all 
creations of her New York agent.
Janet Roberts’ success as a novelist 
can be traced to several roots — 
frequent trips to the library with her 
mother while a young girl, the ability to 
take advantage of writing opportunities 
when they arose, the broad background 
offered in her liberal arts education. But 
a major factor which Janet believes
responsible for the success of her 
books is the compassion shown by and 
toward her characters.
“I write sympathetic love stories with 
sympathetic characters,” she says.
She believes too many young writers 
today make the mistake of trying to get 
their readers to identify with dislikeable 
characters. She explains that a heroine 
can’t be nasty and still have the readers 
feel sympathy toward her. She thinks 
people want to feel basically good 
about main characters, and those good 
feelings are what she tries to arouse.
Her agent. Jay Garon, says a major 
factor in her commercial success is her 
ability to adapt to any genre 
successfully. Her stories have been 
mostly historical romances up to now, 
but he sees an ability for her to shift if 
trends move in another direction. She is 
now ready with her first romantic novel 
set in contemporary times, GOLDEN 
LOTUS. Mr. Garon believes the coming 
trend may be toward contemporary 
romantic novels set in exotic locations, 
so she is ready with this entry set in 
Japan.
“I’m not sure how well I like the 
contemporary style,” Janet says. “I’m 
very partial to historical backgrounds.”
Whatever the future trends are, Janet 
Louise Roberts would seem to be 
secure as a literary force in the field of 
romantic novels. When her entry 
ISLAND OF DESIRE broke into the top 
ten on the Mass Market of Best Sellers 
in November 1977 and then topped the 
one million copy mark during 1978, 
most observers believed works by the 
Rebecca Danton-Louisa Bronte-Janette 
Radcliffe-Janet Louise Roberts 
“combined force” would be seen on 
best-seller lists frequently in the future. 
After all, 100 published novels are not 
the output of a “flash-in-the-pan” writer.
On June 10, Otterbein College will 
honor Janet Louise Roberts by 
awarding her an honorary Doctor of 
Humanities degree during 
Commencement exercises.
"I write sympathetic love 









by Dill Fairchild 79
How long has it been since you have 
had an Otterbein theatre alumnus in 
your living room? If you turn on your 
television, chances are you will be 
visited very soon. Many theatre 
graduates are scattered between the 
bright lights of Broadway and the sunny 
skies of Los Angeles working in 
professional theatre.
Marcus Smythe 72 is employed in 
New York City in the daytime serial 
‘The Guiding Light.” Marcus is also 
seen in television commercials for 
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED magazine, 
Datsun and Clear Skin medication. 
Marcus has co-starred in “Rosetti and 
Ryan” and “Operation Petticoat” and 
appeared as a guest star on “Eight is 
Enough.”
Judy Garratt ’68 has relocated in Los 
Angeles and is a producer for the Mime 
Artist Guild and is performing mime in
Marcus Smythe '72
L.A. nightclubs. She is current 
co-chairperson for National Mime Week 
and is teaching mime at Estelle 
Harmen’s Acting Workshop.
Dennis Romer ’71 is working in New 
York City on the daytime serial “As the 
World Turns” as Dr. Doug Campbell. He 
has done several national commercials 
and toured in “Shenendoah” with John 
Riatt and Howard Keel.
“WKRP in Cincinnati” station 
manager Authur Carlson is none other 
than Gordon Jump ’52. Gordon was also 
seen last season as Police Chief Tinker 
on the hit television series “Soap.”
Richard Miller ’75 is new on the New 
York City scene. He is currently 
performing as Sebastian in “Twelfth 
Night” with the New York City Drama 
Ensemble.
Dave Graf ’72 is also in N.Y.C. and 
has appeared on “The Edge of Night” 
as Albert and served as music 
coordinator for that show and “Search 
for Tomorrow.” Dave has also been 
active in numerous Off-Off Broadway
Ju6y Garrat '68
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Pamela Erb '73Gordon Jump '52
productions such as “Rain” and “Fit for 
Consumption.”
Cindy Snodgrass 77, winner of the 
Cleveland Critics Circle Award for Best 
Actress of 1978, is currently working 
with the Center Repertory Theatre of 
Cleveland.
Jenny Herron 77 has appeared on 
“The Guiding Light” and in numerous 
regional theatre productions and Pam 
Erb 73 can be seen in television 
commericals. Dee Miller 75 is working 
in Providence, Rhode Island in an “All 
Tap Revue” and will be opening her 
own dance studio soon. Jerry Confer 75 
and Maribeth Watkins Confer 75 are 
with “The Everyman Players,” a 
classical touring company. Jerry is 
serving as Assistant to the Producer and 
Company Manager. Maribeth is an 
Assistant to the Producer in public 
relations. Jerry and Maribeth are also 
members of the acting company.
Jim Million 70 and Cathy Cray Clark 
74 are working with the “Reaching Out 
Through the Arts” program in 
Columbus, Ohio. Their psycho-social 
drama received a National 
Commendation Award in 1978 for 
outstanding educational efforts in the 
area of mental health.
Graduates in theatre management are 
also doing well. Timothy Chandler 72 is 
an assistant to Joseph Papp of the New 
York Shakespeare Festival in New York 
City. Jack Wright ’65 is Artistic Director 
of Theatre at the University of Kansas, 
Lawrence, Kansas. Pamela Hill ’74 is the 
Director of Public Relations for Players 
Theatre of Columbus, Ohio and H. 
Thomas Downard ’78 is Assistant 
Managing Director at Trotwood Circle 
Theatre, Trotwood, Ohio.
Alumni in technical areas include D. 
Martyn Bookwalter ’75, who is faculty 
designer teaching undergraduate and
David Graf 72
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Jenny Herron ’77 Cindy Snodgrass '77
graduate courses at Boston University; 
Keith Malick ’73, who is the Technical 
Director for the Performing Arts Center 
at Grand Valley State College; Ruth 
Ruggles Malick ’75, who is costumer at 
Grand Valley State and David Robinson 
’78, who is costume designer in 
residence at the American Repertory 
Theatre in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Some alumni currently studying 
theatre in graduate school include 
Randy Adams ’76, University of Kansas; 
John Woodland ’76, University of 
Michigan and Kathy Kiser ’78, University 
of Wisconsin-Madison. Leslie Young ’77 
is seeking a degree in speech from 
Bowling Green University and Micheal 
McCleese ’76 is working toward a 
degree in arts administration, also at 
Bowling Green.
Many theatre alumni are using their 
theatre experience in other fields. Bob 
Fortner ’70 is an assistant professor of 
radio, T.V. and film at Northwestern 
University. Glen Plum ’70 is serving a 
pastorate in DeWitt, Arkansas. In his
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David Robinson '78
spare time he does several different 
types of chancel drama programs, 
including a “Sermon on the Mount.’’
Sue Hall Balduf ’76 is currently working 
on a novel in Mansfield, Ohio. Debbie 
Herr Clegg ’73 is a teacher and theatre 
advisor for Westland (Ohio) High School 
and Julie Sickles Pearson ’75 is 
teaching at the Fort Hayes Career 
Center in Columbus. Linda Karl Barr ’70 
is working under the name of 
“Chandler’’ and is performing magic, 
trapeze and working dog acts in the 
Carson and Barnes Circus.
This is just a small cross section of 
the many theatre alumni. Dr. Charles 
Dodrill, Director of Otterbein Theatre, 
believes that the successes of the 
theatre alumni directly affect today’s 
student. He says, “It makes students 
more aware of opportunities gained 
through hard work and helps them set 




Honor Roll of Alumni Confribufors in 1978
Otterbein depends on alumni, friends, parents, orgonizofions, businesses and foundations for support. The doss 
lists below indude those alumni who gave to the onnuol fund for operating purposes, the Dedsion For The Arts for 
CQpitol purposes and other designated programs. Numerals preceding the names indicate the total number of yeors 
that person has mode contributions.
Class of 1911
27 James O. Cox 
31 Benajmin F. Richer 
26 Ethel Gilbert Romspert 
31 Garnet Thompson
Class of 1912
29 Ruth Detwiler Sanders
Class of 1913
31 Elmer N. Funkhouser, Sr.
30 Blanche I. Keck 
13 Charles R. Layton
31 Lucylle E. Welch
Class of 1914
23 Edgar E. Spatz 
18 Samuel R. Wells
Class of 1915
31 Homer B. Kline
21 Perle L. Whitehead
14 Mary Harley Womer
Class of 1916
Estate of Mae Baker Baer
30 Elmer L. Boyles 
27 Milton S. Czatt
31 Cleo Garberich Johns 
31 Norma McCally Kline
20 Mamie Billman Kropp 
23 Estella Reese Suter 
11 Don R. Weber
Class of 1917
22 Clarence L. Booth 
30 Homer D. Cassel
21 John B. Garver 
17 Elmo Lingrel
15 Thurston H. Ross
Class of 1918
10 Ruth Conley Beckman 
22 Stella Kurtz Booth 
31 Alice Ressler Brentlinger 
27 Inez Staub Elder 
31 Marie Wagoner Gifford 
7 Herbert W. Hall 
29 Rena Rayot Harmelink 
5 Glen 0. Ream
Class of 1919
7 Anna Shupe Hall
29 Ray J. Harmelink
18 Ruth Drury McClure 
31 Gladys Lake Michael 
27 Virginia Burtner Otstot 
31 Edith Hahn Richer 
5 Howard A. Shelley
30 B. Gladys Swigart
22 Minerva Russell Thrush
Class of 1921
30 Neva Priest Boyles
16 Alice Abbott Dellinger 
23 Evelyn Darling Hill
31 Dale M. Phillippi
31 Esther Harley Phillippi 
29 Margaret G. Pifer 
23 Edna Hooper Schutz 
15 Edythe Cave Scott 
31 Marvel E. Sebert 
28 George W. White
28 Florence Roberts Yund
Class of 1923
6 Juanita Foster Blue 
31 Aline Mayne Cavanagh 
28 Lawrence M. Collier 
6 Fern Coy 
13 Jay B. Crabbs
26 Wilbur R. Franklin
30 Harold N. Freeman 
24 J. Lowell Gibson
31 Olive I. Givin
10 J. Richard Goodrich 
30 Mary Vance Griesmer 
23 Daniel A. Harris 
6 Bernard L. Johnson 
28 Elmer C. Loomis
30 Esther McDonald Nichols 
6 Henry W. Olson
27 Lucile Ewry Peden
31 Alice Davison Troop
Class of 1922
22 Anonymous 
18 Edna Dillinger Carlson 
14 Ruth Hall Clark 
22 Mildred Shull Davis 
31 Earl D. Ford 
31 Zella Hill Ford
26 Vivian Patterson Graham
30 Harriet L. Hays 
24 LaVaughn Leatherman Johnson
31 Herman F. Lehman
28 Velma Lawrence Loomis 
18 Harold T. Mattern 
31 James H. L. Morrison
27 Roy F. Peden
29 Pauline Stubbs Stauffer 
29 William O. Stauffer
28 Eleanor Whitney 
31 Robert C. Wright
Class of 1920
29 Kenneth L. Arnold 
4 Mary Ballinger Cook 
28 Gilbert E. Mills 
28 Rillmond W. Schear 
18 Carl L. Smith 
27 Ford H. Swigart, Sr.
31 Mae Sellman Vance
31 Horace W. Troop
25 Pauline Lambert Warfel 
13 Alice Hanson Weaver
Class of 1924
31 Marie A. Comfort
30 Kenneth Detamore 
12 Harriet E. Eastman
16 Ralph E. Gillman
10 Clara Sellman Goodrich 
29 Helen Drury Knight
24 Wray Richardson Mills
17 Virgil E. Myers
29 Leonard J. Newell 
17 Ralph Nichols
28 Josephine Cridland Noel
26 J. Russell Norris
5 Lucile Gerber Ritter 
28 Elmer A. R. Schultz 
19 Albert W. Zepp
Class of 1925
9 Mary Noel Anderson 
17 Pauline Wentz Andrews 
19 Anonymous
11 Veda Bearss Attaway 
23 Mabel Walter Baer
8 Norma Richardson Bartelsmeyer 
17 Floyd C. Beelman
31 Harold L. Boda
2 Annazetta Albright Bowen 
4 Clarence J. Broadhead 
23 Florence Vance Clippinger 
28 Alice George Davis
25 Frank L. Durr
9 John H. Furbay
30 Verne R. Gorsuch
27 A. Mildred Gressman Gress 
19 E. Irene Hall
19 Helen Cherry Harpster 
25 Marie Frakes Hathaway
14
16 Donald S. Howard
17 Earl C. Kearns 
15 Merl W. Killinger
30 S. Anna Ehrhart Luskin 
5 Karl F. Ritter 
19 Abel J. Ruffini 
11 Dewey A. Sheidler
10 Geneva Bushey Steiner 
3 Milton A. Trisler
30 Christena M. Wahl
24 M. Lucile Lambert Webner
19 Susan Williams
29 Martha Schlemmer Wood
29 Wilbur S. Wood
11 Ethel Bruner Worthington
15 Agnes Tryon Yohn 
Class of 1926
20 Hazel Heischman Baker
7 David E. Biddle 
27 Emerson D. Bragg
26 J. Paul Breden
31 Elvin H. Cavanagh
24 Robert H. Gavins
16 Elizabeth Cockrell
10 George H. Eastman
11 Leota Hartman Flanagan
25 George R. Gohn 
25 Ruth Davis Gohn
30 Harold H. Hetzler
29 Florence Rauch Hudock
16 Mary Hummell Mattoon
27 Mary Priest Menke
31 Roy D. Miller
8 Helen Rau Mims
29 Catherine Darst Myers
17 Thelma Bonnell Myers 
29 William C. Myers
20 Clarence F. Nichols 
17 Jane Barton Nichols 
29 Helen E. Palmer 
7 Arthur L. Renner
9 N. Hale Richter 
27 Marian A. Snavely
Estate of Vera L. Spessard 
3 Marie Beelman Trisler 
27 K. Elizabeth Marsh Walter 
20 Helen M. Webster 
1 Grace Farrell Wiley
22 Florence Martin Williams
15 Joseph V. Yohn 
25 Zora E. Youmans 
25 Franklin M. Young
19 Hattie Clark Zepp
Class of 1927
22 Robert W. Allison 
27 H. Ressler Brown
27 Nellie Heischman Brown 
22 Dorothy Ertzinger Dill
30 Charlotte Owen Erisman
25 Chester H. Ferguson 
4 James P. Fletcher
6 Thelma Snyder Grabill
28 Wayne V. Harsha
29 David Hartzell
22 Josephine Flanagan Hassi
16 Bernice Norris Howard
31 Isabel Jones Jacoby
9 Laura Whetstone Jones 
31 Margaret Baker Kelly
26 Charles 0. Lambert 
13 Mary Hoffman Latham
20 Lucile E. Leiter 
8 R. Franklin Lohr
10 Bessie Lincoln Mallett
3 Mary B. McCabe
17 Gwynne H. McConnaughy 
25 Robert E. Mumma
20 John R. Noel, Sr.
22 Elizabeth White Oyler 
28 James O. Phillips
21 Margaret Tryon Roby
22 Reginald A. Shipley
4 Helen Kinnear Smales
30 Louise Stoner
19 Mae Mickey Stookey 
12 Dorothy Unkle Stoughton
31 Jean H. Turner
30 Helen Gibson Van Curen 
30 0. K. Van Curen
23 Martha Alspach Vogel
30 Judith E. Whitney
31 N. Esther Williamson
Class of 1928
5 Carrie Slack Baer
31 Clyde H. Bielstein 
21 Viola Burke-Taylor 
8 Waldo E. Byers 
24 Lucille Roberts Cavins
23 Ruby Emerick Cowen
16 Mary Loomis Crooks 
21 Leonard O. Dill
7 Leona Raver Durst
24 Dwight E. Euverard 
31 Verda B. Evans
24 Thelma J. Hook
29 John W. Hudock
28 Waldo M. Keck 
31 J. Robert Knight
30 Gladys Snyder Lowry
29 Leah St. John Marsh
18 Howard C. Minnich 
21 Louis W. Norris
21 Florence Howard Norris
17 Hubert K. Pinney
17 Helen Wolcott Plummer
25 George W. Rohrer
17 Ruth Trevorrow Shafer 
4 Clarence P. Smales 
23 C. Frances McCowen Smith
30 Mary Bush Snader
26 Ruth Rice Stahl
31 Mary B. Thomas
16 Frances Hinds Titus 
10 Margaret Kumler Toedtman
21 Craig C. Wales
12 Frederick A. White 
31 Viola Peden Widdoes 
26 Frances Slade Wurm 
26 Claude M. Zimmerman 
26 Doris Wetherill Zimmerman 
Class of 1929 
29 Marian Grow Bromeley 
29 Robert B. Bromeley
19 Louise Secrest Bunce 
28 Marion E. Carnes
23 Philipp L. Charles 
12 Edna Hayes Duncan
7 Richard E. Durst 
25 Frances George Ertel
22 Robert E. Foster 
21 Lewis S. Frees
24 Beulah Wingate Fritz
16 Isabel Ruehrmund Hay 
25 Dorothy Phillips Hydorn
30 Helena Baer Machamer
19 Harold R. Molter
8 Enid Swarner Moore
31 Charles E. Mumma
25 Katherine Myers Mumma 
27 M. Myrtle Nafzger 
27 P. A. Newell
21 L. Virginia Nicholas Provost
16 H. Wayne Rardain
17 Virgil L. Raver
16 Lillian Shively Rice
18 Gladys Dickey Rosselot
20 Richard A. Sanders
9 Faith Baker Stoughton
21 Leila Griffen Wood 
29 Irene Bennert Wright
Class of 1930 
8 Marian Kiess Albright 
31 David W. Allaman 
31 Martha Shawen Allaman
8 Fannie Davidson Andrews
12 Marian Jones Arthur 
27 Evelyn Edwards Bale
16 Margaret Larue Barnhart 
31 Rachel M. Brant
9 W. Kenneth Bunce 
8 Elsie Bennett Byers
Estate of Hazel S. Campbell
17 Dorothy Wainwright Clymer
17 Virginia Brewbaker Copeland 
24 Theodore W. Croy
31 Josephine Stoner Deever 
2 D. Marie Erven 
10 Zuma Heestand Eshler
22 Ruth C. Frees
21 Morris C. Hicks
7 Ruby Bruner Karn 
29 Evangeline Spahr Lee 
7 Mary Gaines McGibeny
22 W. Frederic Miller
18 Anna Bickel Minnich
13 Elizabeth Lee Orndoff 
31 Franklin E. Puderbaugh 
17 Lucy Hanna Raver
21 Emerson M. Seitz 
5 Oliver K. Spangler
15
8 Leland N. Sprecher
12 S. Lela Thomas
13 John E. Vance
15 Gertrude Billman Waters 
17 Louis A. Weinland
30 Catherine E. Zimmerman
Class of 1931
12 J. Gilbert Allaman
26 Sylvesta Jackson Bender
21 Helen Mathias Berry
20 Releaffa Freeman Bowell
31 Francis P. Bundy
9 Charles R. Burrows
10 Walter G. Clippinger, Jr.
4 Charles R. Cooley 
30 Maxine Ebersole Coppess
13 Lucille Debolt Crabbs
16 Glenn D. Duckwall
4 Alberta Corwin Gruver 
2 Paul Hiskey 
23 Paul T. Hughes
7 Constance Walborn Mallach
29 Henrietta Runk McGuire
30 Mary Mumma Messmer 
26 Helen Ewry Moore
17 Mildred Moore 
26 Roger T. Moore
31 Stella D. Moore
8 Mildred Bilikam Mussman
22 Robert T. Myers
26 Dorothy Schrader Norris
17 William G. Parent
29 Margaret Miller Peters 
28 Violet Kepler Phillips
19 Mary Hummell Rainier
20 Edward M. Ricketts 
26 Olive Shisler Samuel 
19 Walter K. Shelley, Jr.
6 M. Lorene Billman Wabeke 
31 Mary L. Ward
18 Margaret A. Welty 
6 Opal Wylie
Class of 1932
17 George Biggs, Jr.
17 Martha Ellen Wingate Biggs
10 Jennie Reay Broughton
23 Dorothea Flickinger Charles 
10 R. Lenore South Clippinger 
17 Benjamin R. Copeland 
7 Orville L. Covault 
26 Mildred Forwood Garling
26 Homer E. Huffman 
7 Joseph A. Imar
23 Melvin H. Irvin 
25 Ernestine Little Lenahan
17 James B. Lesh
16 Gladys Burgert Mitchell 
20 Frances Morrison Nichols
27 Fred G. Peerless
7 Matie Rieker Serafy 
14 Glen C. Shaffer
7 Alice Schear Spohr 
14 Norris C. Titley
9 Audrey McCoy Vaughn
23 Miriam Pauly Webb 
20 Helen Cole Young
Class of 1933
24 Richard M. Allaman 
14 John G. Appleton 
20 Daniel C. Bowell
24 Arthur E. Brubaker 
24 Ruth Rhodes Brubaker 
9 F. Alice Shively Bunce 
31 E. Edwin Burtner 
31 Bonita Engle Burtner
28 Myrtle Reid Fisher 
27 Helen Leichty Gilpin
24 Margaret Moore Glover
30 Donald J. Henry
25 Zeller R. Henry
12 Elizabeth Landon Ketteman 
12 Harold C. Martin 
23 Pauline Kelser Norris
18 Tennie Wilson Pieper
8 Evelyn Richer Pontius
26 Frank E. Samuel
9 Lois Fritz Shackelford
19 Grace Harrold Shelley 
22 Beulah Feightner Shively
22 John R. Shively
31 Robert M. Short
23 Virgil E. Shreiner 
31 John A. Smith
19 Marianne Norris Temple
16 Harry W. Topolosky 
31 Edna Smith Zech
9 Dorothy Zimmerman
Class of 1934
19 Robert O. Barnes
12 Lois McLeod Bloomquist 
31 Hazel Forwood Bundy 
4 Paul R. Capehart 
31 Philip 0. Deever 
12 Evelyn Duckwall Duffield 
14 lone Elliott
12 Frances Grove Fitez
24 Harold C. Glover
8 Hugh C. Glover
11 Erma Jordan Graham
13 Clayton M. Harrold
30 Helen Ruth Henry 
21 Virgil O. Hinton
17 Alice Dick Kick
9 Arthur F. Koons
31 Paul B. Maibach
20 Richard R. McCracken
27 Wilbur H. Morrison
30 Eleanor Heck Newman 
23 Fred H. Norris
14 John A. Patton
14 Zelma Shauck Shaffer
18 Lucille Moore Smith 
30 Edna Burdge Sporck 
30 Howard A. Sporck
2 Mildred Snyder Stahl
10 Chi Kwong Leung Tom 
29 Sager Tryon, Jr.
9 Sarah Truxal Wisleder
19 Elsie Croy Wolfe
20 Parker C. Young
Class of 1935
29 Robert E. Airhart 
4 Alberta Kleinhenn Brumbaugh 
17 Mary Weekley Cheek 
8 Sarah Peters Church
28 Harry J. Fisher
25 Paul W. Frees
21 Lois A. Hendrickson
12 Irene E. Hesselgesser
11 Margaret Burtner Hibbard 
lie. Elaine Ashcraft Holmes
11 Robert E. Holmes 
31 Margaret Priest Miller
22 Julia Lohman Miller 
31 Sarah Roby Moody
23 Harold H. Platz
29 Woodrow W. Purdy 
31 Elsie Bennert Short 
23 Jennie Mickle Stombaugh 
9 Robert W. Van Sickle
Class of 1936
29 Wahnita Strahm Airhart 
23 Morris E. Allton 
7 Anonymous 
19 Jessie Gantz Baker 
19 John C. Baker, Jr.
16 Laurence H. Boor
21 Ruth Coblentz Brady
29 Tom E. Brady
14 Robert E. Breden 
31 Anita Bundy Cheek 
31 Harold Cheek
17 John M. Cook
28 Adelaide Keister Dotten
19 O. Marjorie Bowser Goddard 
14 Marie E. Harmelink
4 Helen Penick Johnson 
16 Raymond M. Lilly
5 M. Maxine French Loomis
30 William K. Messmer
31 Melvin A. Moody
5 Sarah Wagner Saltz 
31 Virginia Norris Smith
29 Evelyn Nichols Tryon 
28 Samuel R. Ziegler
Class of 1937
28 Ruth Cook Arnold 
24 Russell N. Brown 
30 Catherine Parcher Bungard
30 William S. Bungard
31 Denton W. Elliott
31 Louise Bowser Elliott 
16 Jay R. Hedding 
9 Dorothy Rupp Huey 
28 Donald R. Martin 
28 Katherine Newton Martin
16
31 R. Fred McLaughlin
2 Lola Jennings Searles 
16 Roy M. Shoaf
31 L. William Steck 
31 Sara Kelser Steck
12 Betty Thuma Tenney
31 Virginia Hetzler Weaston 
11 Mary Cross Wilson
11 Julia Arthur Zimmer
Class of 1938
26 Donald B. App 
28 Vincent L. Arnold 
22 L. William Caliban
22 Sarah Aydelotte Caliban
13 Helen Dick Clymer
23 Ernest G. Fritsche
31 Elmer N. Funkhouser, Jr.
31 Gladys McFeeley Funkhouser
30 Dorothy Allsup Harbach 
23 John H. Hendrix
16 Glenna Jordan Hottle
3 Frank H. Jakes, Jr.
25 John F. McGee
25 Wilma L. Mosholder
23 Dorothy Fales Platz
24 Elizabeth H. Proctor
28 Rosanna Toman Scherer 
1 C. Eugene Schick
31 Emerson C. Shuck
31 Sarah Beidleman Shuck 
3 Constance L. Thompson 
18 Robert A. Tinnerman
29 Gertrude M. Williams
27 Jane Norris Williams
28 Miriam Haynes Zimmerman
Class of 1939
31 Grace Burdge Augspurger
30 Frederick E. Brady 
28 Carrie Harris Bremer 
28 Louis H. Bremer
3 James C. Carter
31 Mary Cade Everhart 
23 Stanley H. Forkner
12 Anne Voorhees Herrmann
26 John E. Hoffman 
16 Lloyd O. Houser
16 Thelma Denbrook Houser
30 Carolyn M. Krehbiel 
14 Harley bearish
31 Donna Love Lord 
31 S. Clark Lord
24 Charles E. Morrison
11 Barbara Shaffer Ruhl
18 June Varian Snyder 
2 Dorothy F. Street
16 Meredith Rosensteel Vickers
29 Perry F. Wysong 
31 Paul F. Ziegler
Class of 1940
17 Frederick C. Anderegg
12 Marjorie Arkill 
31 Joseph C. Ayer
9 Ronald D. Beck
19 Catherine Ward Campbell
19 Randall O. Campbell 
8 Anne Shirley Connor
Estate of A. Monroe Courtright 
16 Gladys C. Grabill 
23 Richard C. Grimm 
31 Granville S. Hammond 
31 Jean Cook Hammond 
14 Virginia Brown bearish
22 Kathryn Deever Lott
30 Alberta Engle MacKenzie 
27 Charles C. Messmer
27 Kathleen O’Brien Messmer
13 Edward B. Newton 
27 Ethel Lawyer Shaw
27 Rex C. Smith
20 M. Agnes Dailey Spessard
30 June Courtright Stewart
18 Wanda Hamilton Tinnerman
25 Ferd Wagner
28 Isabel Howe Ziegler 
Class of 1941
13 Dorothy Arkill
31 Harold F. Augspurger 
28 Thomas H. Beeman 
25 Ralph C. Beiner
8 Kathleen Mollett Bright
23 Lewis M. Carlock 
30 Ruth Clifford Davis
12 Benjamin C. Glover, Jr.
30 William A. James
25 Paul W. Kirk 
13 Mary Plymale Poff 
18 James R. Robertson
18 Rosemary McGee Ruyan
19 Betty Haverstock Schiering
20 Dwight R. Spessard 
31 Frank M. Van Sickle 
28 Eleanor Brooks Webb
Class of 1942
6 Howard W. Altman
5 Helene Bauer Bickel
25 Marthy Baker Blackford
26 Jane Tryon Bolin
8 Charles C. Bridwell
1 Raymond K. Brubaker 
28 Betty Woodworth Clark
15 Ruth Otsuki Eberle 
31 Florence A. Emert
21 Thomas A. Gardner
21 Wanda Hatton Gardner
16 Helen Cheek Haines
2 Sarah Weimer Koegle 
18 Mary E. bearish
11 Anamae Martin
24 John Paul Miller 
13 Robert A. Raica
6 Ruth Cook Rife
18 Ruthanna Shuck Robertson
3 Lozella Dunlap Ruth
22 Arthur Secrest, Jr.
31 Mary Kline Van Sickle
9 Ross J. Wilhelm 
5 Harold E. Wilson
21 Andrew P. Woolley 
26 Marguerite Lightle Ziegler
Class of 1943
17 F. Lois Carman Anderegg
25 Francis S. Bailey
7 Weyland F. Bale 
31 Wayne E. Barr
30 Gladys R. Beachley
11 Ann Brooks Benjamin 
5 A. Virginia Burgoyne
12 Resler H. Caliban 
1 John Comanita
15 Frances V. Coulter
25 Margaret Scottie Demorest 
13 James Eby 
28 Demi B. Edwards 
18 Robert W. Elliott 
9 Patricia Orndorff Ernsberger 
9 Warren W. Ernsberger
11 Edwin O. Fisher, Jr.
10 Betty Shawen France 
18 George H. Garrison
8 Dorothy ShiesI Good 
21 Bette Baker Grabill
21 James R. Grabill
3 Janet Hoizworth Henton 
3 Keith T. Henton 
20 Ruth Wolfe Hogan 
13 Howard R. James 
31 Helen Boyer Jennings 
31 Raymond L. Jennings
1 Ella Frank Larch
13 Ellen Van Auken Laycock
2 Margaret Wheelbarger Lindee
12 Harold V. Lindquist
23 Nancy Hulett McQuiston 
20 Dorothy Armpriester Mericle
25 Roy E. Metz
15 Paul J. Miller, Jr.
23 Ernestine Althoff Myers 
2 John L. Perry 
10 Phyllis Durst Reeves
22 Harry M. Rhoads 
28 Charlotte E. Smith
14 Chester R. Turner
14 Margaret Biehn Turner
13 Evelyn Svec Ward 
13 Betty Orr Wells 
10 John F. Wells
22 Helen Knight Williams
26 J. Richard Ziegler
Class of 1944
31 June Neilson Barr 
25 Virginia Andrus Barr 
6 Albert Allen Bartlett 
22 Herman W. Brown
22 Margaret Shoemaker Brown 
1 Jeanne Mickey Brubaker
23 Irene L. Cole
9 Robert M. Demass
17
12 Dean C. Elliott 
12 Gwen Murphy Elliott 
18 Jean Frye Elliott 
12 Evelyn Whitney Fisher
12 Roy W. Fisher 
27 Howard E. Fox
27 Kathleen Strahm Fox
20 Howard L. Fulk 
29 Ray W. Gifford, Jr.
22 Joanna Hetzler Hughes
13 Catharine Robertson James
12 Grace Erickson Lindquist
23 James E. McQuiston 
10 Barbara L. Miller
13 Carl W. Moody
28 Floyd O. Moody
28 Ruth Deever Moody
10 Faith Naber
12 Marvin M. Paxton
21 Charlotte Patterson Payne
11 Frank E. Robinson
12 Evan W. Schear
21 Betty McEntire Schuster
9 Mary McMillan Van Sickle
13 Thomas H. Wells
22 J. Hutchison Williams 
31 Emily L. Wilson
Class of 1945
17 Anonymous
26 Earl William Bender
3 Elinor Mignerey Brown 
20 E. Bowman Burns 
25 D. Eileen Hoff Cheek 
25 Forrest R. Cheek 
19 Mark F. Coldiron 
9 Martha Mikesell Duvall 
22 Ann Hovermale Farnlacher
5 Janet Shipley Hartzell
7 Betty Shumway Hodgden 
15 Ray B. Hughes 
15 Harriet Ralston Hughes
2 Betty Strouse Kent 
31 Phyllis C. Koons
3 Kathryn Behm Larsen 
15 Mary C. Lord
6 Mary Jane Kern McBlane
27 Howard Moomaw, Jr.
1 Fanny Baker Phillians 
15 Mary Harold Roush 
14 Betty Bridges Schneider
30 Joan Schaeffer Smith 
23 Fern Spaulding Williams
Class of 1946
17 Joseph T. Ariki 
25 Mary Rolison Bailey 
25 William A. Barr
19 Carl R. Butterbaugh
17 Phyllis Baker Clark
3 Ruth Masters Clossman
20 James G. Conklin
18 Gwendolyn Blum Garrison
31 Irene Parker Gillespie 
29 Robert Y. Katase
31 Martha Speece Kreager 
28 Carol Peden Lefferson 
1 Robert T. McLean 
25 Doris Boston Metz 
18 Harold C. Morris
14 Laura Uchimoto Nakanishi 
1 Ellen Ewing Pratt
1 Loran D. Pratt, Jr.
13 Robert W. Schmidt
7 Hazel Stouffer Secrist
15 James E. Sheridan
8 Eugene R. Turner
17 Esther bearish Watrous 
1 Vinton C. Young
Class of 1947
31 Anonymous 
20 Nancy Ewing Askins 
28 Margaret E. Brock 
11 Rose V. Bruno 
8 Peggy Wilson Cherrington
6 Harold E. Crandall 
22 Emily Lilly Fisk
10 MyrI Hodson Fitzpatrick 
10 Harry E. France 
22 Sara E. Gallagher 
31 M. Beryl Hardin Gribler
4 Jeanne Bilger Gross
14 M. Irene Shinew Hampshire 
31 Frank L. Hannig
7 James D. Hodgden
27 Mary Tuttle Hofferbert
30 William A. Jefferis
23 Alyce Kikuchi Kayasuga
24 Miriam Woodford King 
16 Ruth Wolfe Kraft
8 James C. Kraner 
23 Jane Hinton Law
28 William M. Lefferson
29 Lydia Takacs Maley
11 Emily Jackson Marks
5 Esther Scott McGee
18 Mary McConnell Miller 
16 Rachel Nichols Nutt
3 Paul E. Payne 
1 Max B. Phillians
19 John W. Regenos
15 Edwin L. Roush
12 Mary Mikesell Schar 
11 John K. Shiftier
22 George F. Simmons
10 Genevieve Taylor Smith
13 Harold R. Sowers
6 Marian Adams Sundheimer
30 Sylvia Phillips Vance 
30 Waid W. Vance
19 Mary Cay Carlson Wells
23 Walter Williams, Jr.
Class of 1948
7 Robert S. Agler
19 Doris Forney Arnold 
29 Miriam Ziegler Beams 
27 M. Jeanette Elliott Boughan
14 Alice M. Broadbent 
19 John F. Canfield
1 Marion Stich Corl 
3 Harold E. Daup
9 James B. Duvall 
22 Karl B. Farnlacher
7 Raymond L. Graft
16 Charles A. Hoover 
5 Leo F. Jamison
15 Martha Bentz Johnson
2 Raymond F. Kent
24 H. Wendell King
11 Jack Marks
22 Don E. McCualsky 
22 Mary Augspurger McCualsky 
5 Roger C. McGee
21 Thomas E. Miller
24 Ray D. Miner
14 Thomas V. Moon 
28 Maria Kepple Moseley
11 Alice Guest Orr 
8 John F. Osborn
19 Betty Rumbarger Regenos
23 Victor G. Ritter
18 John Ruyan
25 Grace Rohrer Rymer
24 Lloyd C. Savage
28 Mildred Cox Schafer
16 Richard W. Shoemaker
23 Lois E. Snyder
6 William E. Steed
19 John F. Wells
13 Robert J. Wilcox 
30 John H. Wilms
14 B. Dale Wood
20 Roberta Armstrong Wrassmann
Class of 1949
24 John B. Albrecht 
20 Harry B. Ashburn 
10 Clarence L. Beam
30 Richard H. Bridgman
27 Patricia Shade Buckingham 
3 Donald G. Butler
20 Sally Wood Conklin
29 Edith Peters Corbin
29 Robert L. Corbin
17 Harold E. Davidson
12 Lawrence I. DeClark 
8 Keith E. Dumph
30 Carolyn Ford Fackler 
16 Barbara Bone Feightner
3 Sophia Osterman Fiedler 
10 Royal A. Fitzpatrick 
6 Paul D. Fleming, Jr.
6 Patricia Jackson Fleming
15 M. Catherine Sutter Frey
13 Richard L. Galusha 
6 Loren O. Giblin
28 Harold E. Hamilton
24 Joy Gustin Hassenpflug 
20 Donald G. Hogan 
24 Richard H. Hohler 
15 Carl W. Hollman 
15 June Fifer Hollman
18
19 Albert V. Horn
Estate of Ruth Hovermale
29 Beatrice Drenten Hrapsky 
5 Mary Ickes Jamison
8 Virginia Cole Kraner 
22 Joan Shinew Mason
5 J. W. McQueen
4 Roland G. Mehl
21 Martha Troop Miles 
14 Arlene Malish Ogle 
14 Wilford L. Ogle 
26 Shirley Hanaford Philley
5 Raymond D. Pope 
24 James H. Riley
24 Winifred Robbins Riley
21 Charles W. Roberts
14 Robert V. Rosensteel
22 Edna Roberts Rudy
24 Norma Kreischer Savage 
28 Carl Schafer
30 Arthur L. Schultz
30 Louise Stouffer Schultz 
16 Marion Daniels Shoemaker
9 Frances Grell Smith
15 Marion Gannon Smith
16 Albert T. Stoddard, Jr.
16 Alice Walter Stoddard
10 James A. Tressler
25 Jean Wyker Troop 
13 Doris Harter Vance 
30 Robert F. Vance
11 Herman J. Weber
24 Joseph H. Wheelbarger 
24 Regina Arnold Wheelbarger 
28 Evelyn Widner
23 Betty Nichols Younger 
15 Kenneth E. Zimmerman
Class of 1950
24 Joan Hopkins Albrecht 
3 Kenneth C. Ault
7 Peter B. Baker, Jr.
27 William G. Bale 
20 Robert C. Barr
10 Robert E. Bartholomew
25 Herbert E. Bean
28 John H. Becker
28 Marian Havens Becker
23 Mary Barnett Bell 
9 John W. Bott 
16 Donald C. Bowman
11 Dorsey W. Brause
30 Carolyn Boda Bridgman 
28 Rosa Rubino Bucco 
3 Lee Cate 
3 Mary Cate
8 Hershel L. Clemmons
16 James M. Day
12 Ruth Keister DeClark 
25 William E. Demorest
9 Joanne Klepinger Ditmer 
28 Jacob H. Fair
25 Janet R. Gilbert
13 Lawrence J. Gillum
13 T. Betty Smith Gillum 
7 Joan Yount Graft
21 Bernice Freymeyer Hess 
11 William L. Hite
27 Richard E. Hofferbert 
19 Jane Morrison Horn 
18 Robert C. Litell
5 Joan Dill McQueen
28 Bill J. Merrell
22 Don R. Monn
7 Austin E. Morgan
17 Harold E. Morris
17 Ruth Pillsbury Morris
14 Robert H. Nelson
18 Mary E. Owen
26 Vernon L. Pack
23 Eleanor Chapman Phelps
10 John T. Prentice 
23 Betty Knight Recob 
23 James B. Recob
11 Jack E. Rees
25 C. Donald Rhoads
8 Charles F. Ruth
12 Forrest H. Schar
25 George Schreckengost
13 Joanne Day Sellers 
13 Richard M. Sellers
5 Gordon I. Shaw
29 Kenneth 0. Shively 
18 Fred J. Shoemaker
22 Joan Eckard Simmons 
1 John E. Smart
15 Donald L. Smith
25 H. William Troop, Jr.
20 Thelma Hack Veres 
13 George F. Wadlington 
13 Glendine Huggins Wadlington 
4 Richard A. Walker, Jr.
19 Clara Liesmann Warren 
11 Barbara Rice Weber
22 M. Neal Wheatcraft 
13 Richard L. Whitehead 
13 Shirley Fritz Whitehead
19 Richard V. Willit 
28 Robert A. Wooden
Class of 1951
18 Herbert J. Adams, Jr.
25 James B. Baker 
11 John H. Baker
20 Barbara Schutz Barr
6 Walter C. Beahm
23 Ray E. Bell
7 June Chester Bennett
13 Donald E. Bloomster
28 Caroline Brentlinger Bor 
18 Myfanwy Lintner Borel 
18 Thomas R. Bromeley
18 Warren J. Callaway 
7 James E. Cloyd
14 Roger F. Day
10 Shirley Adams Detamore
10 William K. Detamore
19 Mary Matson Fallon
15 Max C. Fisher
21 Dale I. Girton
21 Thelma Riegel Girton
13 Hugh H. Haines 
23 L. E. Law
16 Russell G. Miller
11 Anita Ranck Morris
17 Rotraud Bobrowski Moslener 
15 Lois Berlekamp Murray
14 Margaret Meiklejohn Nelson 
23 Katherine Odon Pellett
21 Shirley Minnis Perkins 
25 Joyce Enoch Pillsbury 
25 Robert W. Pillsbury 
3 Jacqueline Ritchie Pletz 
3 Richard Pletz 
27 Darrel L. Poling 
10 M. Joann Chapman Richards 
19
25 Virginia Bartlett Schreckengost 
19 Martha Weller Shand
19 W. James Shand, III 
14 Ronald N. Smith
3 R. Dean Stearns 
30 John D. Stewart 
6 Max Stover 
28 Ethel Pitz Streb
24 Ford H. Swigart, Jr.
13 Bonnie Brooks Thomas 
30 Evelyn Bender Vance
17 Glenn A. Waggamon
20 George H. Welsh
11 Frederick H. Whittaker 
16 David S. Yohn
16 Olivetta McCoy Yohn
14 James W. Yost
Class of 1952
3 Lee Lydick Ault
12 Alice M. Bailey
25 Margaret Miller Baker
18 Robert F. Berkey
13 Shirley Chagnot Bloomster 
12 Kathryn Hancock Burkins
7 Marjorie Abbott Denham
19 Daniel R. Fallon
22 Marilyn Wallingford Grandey
16 John E. Hammon
25 Kenneth P. Hanes
7 Eleanor Coon Hartman 
19 Miriam Stockslager Hedges
19 Richard E. Hedges 
9 Robert E. Hensel
24 Beatrice Ulrich Holm
17 Betty Hoff Johnston 
17 Dart F. Keech
21 Beverly Thompson Kelly
20 Philip A. Knall, Jr.
16 Marvin R. Knotts
21 Jo Ann May
27 Betty Beyer Mayes
17 Norma Knight McVay 
10 Max E. Mickey
12 Marlin A. Miller 
17 Donald E. Myers
26 Delores Hopkinson Nelson 
6 Vincent W. Palmere
5 Marvin E. Parrish
2 Edgar Rarey 
10 Helen V. Redinger 
10 David L. Reed 
17 Naomi Mann Rosensteel 
17 Richard K. Rosensteel 
24 John G. Schwartz 
24 Phyllis L. Shultz 
19 Helen Fagley Skinner 
24 Don E. Steck 
6 Betty Leonard Stover 
26 Patricia Stauffer Taylor 
26 William C. Taylor 
17 Edna Pollock Waggamon 
24 John W. Wiggins 
21 Roger Wiley 
14 Lois Abbott Yost
Class of 1953
25 Frederick A. Ashbaugh 
18 Robert S. Boring 
11 Barbara Collins Boyce 
18 Wilma Reed Browning
24 Jean Reed Burris 
10 Wayne F. Burt
23 Robert G. Callihan
21 Eleanor Gatlin Ciampa 
21 J. Paul Ciampa 
10 Robert L. Ciminello
21 Eleanore Zumbansen Corretore
18 Marilyn E. Day
25 Richard A. Dilgard 
9 A. Duane Frayer
19 Marilyn MacDonald Friend 
31 Cleora Christopher Fuller
24 Earl C. Hassenpflug 
4 Donna Rice Holland
22 Ann Yost Ickes 
22 Stanton T. Ickes 
15 Jay R. Jacoby
17 Haven C. Kelley, Jr.
13 William R. Kinsey
15 G. William Lehman
21 Oliver N. Lugibihl
16 Phyllis Longacre Martin
22 Eldoris J. McFarland
3 Jeanne Graham McPherson 
13 Virginia Miller
13 Alexanders. More 
6 Martha Lawson Palmere
11 Barbara Bartlebaugh Pyles 
23 Joyce Stouffer Schlitt
26 Elizabeth Drake Sergeant
23 Carolyn Brown Sherrick
12 Erma Boehm Sorrell
15 John G. Swank
9 Louis W. Wehrmann 
2 Jay L. Welliver
4 Ralph E. Wileman, Jr.
2 Marguerite Fisher Windsor
3 R. Glenn Wiseman 
1 Richard P. Yantis
12 Elmer W. Yoest 
22 Lois Fisher Young
Class of 1954
18 Klara Krech Adams 
1 Robert F. Anderson 
11 Gregory Andreichuk, Jr.
11 Sarah Krick Andreichuk
17 J. Edward Axiine
24 Nancy Vermilya Baughman 
24 G. Kingsbury Beckley
4 Lynn A. Bergman
8 Gwendolyn Copening Borkosky
18 Jean Hostetler Bromeley 
21 Suzanne Dover Bryan
8 Stanley W. Busic, Jr.
21 William E. Cole
16 James H. Conley
12 Dorothy Stewart Cramer
10 Barbara Redinger Davis 
21 Carole Stover Dougherty
7 Mary Hansel Elberfeld
6 Robert M. Eschbach 
15 Lawrence P. Fields
15 Caroline Powell Fisher
13 Kenneth D. Fogelsanger 
13 Patricia M. Gibson
13 Lois Beheler Gorsuch 
3 Nita Horner Huelf 
20 Dorothy Laub Kaiser 
13 Carol Knobloch 
23 Lawrence D. Koehler
7 George W. Kreil
1 Patricia Fischer Laveroni
6 Evelyn Stump Lee
3 Nevart Chorbajan Marashlian
4 Joan Bayles Midler 
21 Frank G. Mione
9 Donald C. Oglesby 
19 David B. Peden 
16 John M. Sanders
9 Richard G. Sauerman 
23 Richard H. Sherrick 
23 Donald W. Shilling
23 Waneta Williams Shilling 
2 John R. Sneeden
8 Lois Benton Studebaker 
23 Miriam Gress Szanyi
10 Lawrence T. Tirnauer 
19 Clyde A. Trumbull 
18 Glynn H. Turquand 
23 Sally Bodge Wadman
9 Mary Hawk Wehrman
5 Ned W. Woolums
Class of 1955
13 Patricia Kaltenbach Ampe
10 Joyce Bowman Barnhill 
10 Ruthann Williams Bennett
15 Henry V. A. Bielstein
16 Marjory Osborne Conley
13 Stanley J. Czerwinski 
10 David C. Davis
25 Mary Hatmaker Dilgard 
12 Robert E. Dille 
21 Joseph W. Eschbach 
5 Jane Beougher Gribble
17 Lois Waldron Grube
14 Neil Hennon
2 June Althoff Hickman
3 Douglas E. Huelf 
14 David C. Kay
14 Howard H. Longmire 
14 Virginia Phillippi Longmire 
8 Gene D. McClusky 
8 Janet Morris McClusky 
3 Donald A. McPherson
10 Alice Carlson Mickey
11 Gordon H. Mingus
12 Gerald A. Obenauer 
17 Donald J. Rapp
17 Patricia Tumblin Rapp
20 Harvey B. Smith 
15 Donald E. Switzer 
10 Richard D. Termeer
10 George E. Tobin
7 Joseph E. Walker
14 Annbeth Sommers Wilkinson
Class of 1956
24 Jerry S. Beckley 
20 Irvin J. Bence 
20 Sheldon L. Bentley 
20 Ann Brentlinger Bragg 
20 Ralph Bragg 
14 Carole Kreider Bullis
14 John H. Bullis
13 Charlotte Cramer Clark
20 Jane Guest Crouch 
22 William E. Downey, Jr.
21 Mary Charles Eschbach
11 C. Norman Hansen
20 John H. Kaiser
12 Marjorie Walker Kassner
15 Sally Steffanni Lehman 
17 Wade S. Miller, Jr.
17 Mary Wagner Myers 
17 Joan A. Neeley
21 Thelma Hodson Orr
8 William A. Replogle
14 Madelyn Sears Shultz
22 Sarah Rose Skaates
24 Kathryn Loutsenhizer Swigart
20 Curtis W. Tong 
10 Joanne Valentine 
19 James K. Wagner
19 Mary Stine Wagner
21 James T. Whipp
14 Robert E. Wilkinson
17 Robert L. Wright
9 Thelma M. Zellner
Class of 1957
21 Anonymous 
8 Bruce E. Beavers
20 Joyce Thomas Bentley 
24 C. Allen Burris, Jr.
13 Richard W. Clark 
12 John F. Coate
18 Betty Gibson Delong
20
19 Kenneth L. Domer
2 Barbara Daniels Dunn
14 Janice Gunn Dunphy
15 Robert S. Fulton 
21 Craig Gifford
20 Margaret Curtis Henn
20 Robert L. Henn
9 John R. Howe, Jr.
3 Barbara McCune Johnson
8 Marilyn McConagha Knicely
10 Maurice D. Lind
11 Jerry B. Lingrel
21 Gloria Bayman Mione
15 Ann Moser
22 Alan E. Norris
5 Marjorie Parrish
8 Ronald M. Rankin
4 William A. Schrader 
21 Charles E. Selby
20 Carolyn Cribbs Smith
5 Lee E. Snyder
17 Glenn V. Wyville
7 Carolyn Lucas Zolg
Class of 1958
12 Mildred Tracy Andrews
13 Jo Silverthorn Battles
7 Lockie Beveridge Bodager
6 George E. Brown
2 Delores Latimer Burt 
2 Robert Burt
21 Susan Canfield
11 S. Joyce Bigham Carper 
1 Marshall G. Cassady
16 Edmund L. Cox
16 Mary Hankinson Crimmel 
1 Darrel L. Davis
1 J. Barton Didrick 
20 Thomas E. Dipko 
13 Daniel E. Dover
18 B. Joan Durr
9 William R. Duteil
7 Sally Harrell Fitzgerald 
15 Judith Lovejoy Foote
12 Marion Billerbeck Forcey
2 George V. Freese
3 David G. Grauel 
1 John A. Hill
9 Judy Jenkins Howe
21 Richard H. Huddle 
9 William A. Hughes 
4 David Y. Kim
20 Joseph R. Lehman
7 Thomas K. Lehman 
14 Sharon L. Main
4 John W. McCreary
8 Robert Jenkinson Mengel
22 Edward L. Mentzer
17 Princess Johnson Miller 
10 Thomas J. Miller
5 Fred J. Nocera
16 William N. Obermyer 
14 William J. Rea
20 Arthur F. Reiff
21 David Schneider
21 Marie Waggamon Schneider
4 Dolores Sax Schrader
10 Ida Rubino Snow
9 Thomas P. South 
14 Rex N. Sprague
3 Patty Satterfield Stout 
7 Charity Baker Walker
9 M. Amelia Hammond Watkins
19 Thomas E. Wetzel
18 Ruth Schilling Wonder
Class of 1959
2 Elaine Baker Bartter 
1 Roger Alton Bell
5 Paul S. Caldwell
5 Barbara Mitchell Cateora
16 Diane Daily Cox 
9 Dale H. Crawford
17 Mary Atwood Day
6 George C. Dwy
6 Lee Elsass
20 Apache Specht Etter
11 Carol Hunsicker Frees 
13 P. Joanne Swank Gillum 
10 Anita Hayden Hansen
7 Nancy Gallagher Henderson 
7 Joyce Kistler Jones
12 Robert E. Kassner
4 Janeann Erman Kellermyer
19 Carole Fitzhum Kuns
5 Bernard H. Lieving
11 Sara Wright Lingrel 
11 Nancy M. Lucks
17 Helen Wells Miller
16 James D. Miller
10 Yvonne Fryman Millikin
2 Richard W. Morain
11 James E. Nuhfer
14 Vera Andreichuk Rea
5 Thomas J. Ribley
18 Joanne Albright Seith 
21 Janet Risch Selby
13 Arline Horter Spoenlein
18 Bonnie Paul Steck
6 Ardene Stuckman Steiger
5 Donald J. Sternisha 
11 George E. Stump
4 Jack L. Swick
19 Howard D. Tallentire
20 Wavalene Kumler Tong
10 Howard L. Weisz, Jr.
11 Marlene Lash Willey
17 Eric J. Winterhalter
6 Donald J. Witter
17 Marilyn Miller Wyville 
Class of 1960
8 Mary Milligan Abbott
3 Dorothy Sardinha Ayers
14 Thomas H. Barnhart 
1 Rita Harmon Bell
15 Robert A. Bowman
8 James F. Bray
15 Juanita Walraven Campbell
12 Wallace J. Cochran
18 Edith Walters Cole
14 Drew L. Davies, II
11 Jane Snyder Denman
7 Patrick R. Fitzgerald
9 Bruce C. Flack
15 Wendell Foote
5 Anne Slemmons Grant
9 Barbara Puderbaugh Gribler 
9 Jerry L. Gribler
21 C. Jeannine Hollingsworth 
Huddle
5 Wayne E. Huston 
10 Larry A. Kantner 
18 Bruce L. Keck
4 Lois Stebleton King
12 Joan Schilling Klink
7 Georgia Fleming Kreil
1 Patricia Atherton Larcomb 
18 Phyllis Bench Litton
5 Paulette Rousseau Loop 
10 Allen L. Manson
10 Priscilla Huprich Manson 
18 Mervyn L. Matteson
22 Constance Myers Mentzer
17 C. Daniel Miller
14 Hope Orr
15 Gwendolyn Miller Reichert
15 Robert A. Reichert
13 Carolyn Swartz Royer
13 Robert W. Royer
14 Robert W. Shultz 
9 Patricia Hill South
5 Barbara Stansfield
18 Charles Gary Steck
8 Nancy Warman Stevenson 
4 Marlene Lembright Stillson
13 Marilyn Yarman Stoffer
9 Gladys Satterthwait Trzcinski 
18 Vernon W. Vogel
8 Emery F. Wach, Jr.
16 John R. Weiffenbach, Jr.
16 Nancy Werner Weiffenbach
9 Janet Gurney Welch
11 Larry G. Willey
4 Ralph D. Wilson
10 John C. Worley
Class of 1961
25 Lois Brockman Bean
14 James C. Borchers
11 Bernerd E. Campbell
12 Jane Newell Cochran
2 Edward C. Conradi
14 Judith Nosker Croghan 
14 Thomas H. Croghan
10 Charles T. Croy 
1 H. William Davis
6 Donald C. Debolt
11 David L. Deever
11 Sara Elberfeld Deever 
9 Carol Mraz Flack
5 Elizabeth Nelson Free
17 Judith Graham Gebhart
21
13 Richard H. Gorsuch 
16 Nancy Hamilton 
1 Carol Bruns Hartley
16 Phyllis Jenkins Heitz 
5 Edward R. Herman
10 Bruce O. Hickin
7 Esther Thordsen Hill
1 Barbara Barefoot Homola
17 Alice Heft Hoover 
17 Richard K. Hoover
15 Linda Wharton Icardi 
9 Ronald W. Jones
11 Sandra Kohler Leedy
8 Gerald R. Lewis
7 Sally Word Masak
11 Robert L. McCombs 
13 Judith A. Murray
9 Nancy Wurster Nicklaus 
10 David G. Norris
22 Nancy Myers Norris 
17 Bernice Glor Pagliaro 
9 Mary Barnhard Pietila
10 Kenneth R. Rippin
16 Ronald Ritchie
2 Sara Griffiths Rupp 
1 John L. Sanford
3 Marcia Jones Schmidt 
16 James L. Shackson
15 Ruth Enright Sheridan
16 Nancy Jones Smith 
6 John F. Spicer
12 Richard C. Spicer
11 Jill Mehlin Stump 
10 Paul D. Taylor
17 Carol A. Thompson
5 Edith Scarfpin Walker 
5 James R. Walter 
19 Myra Kilgore Wetzel
Class of 1962
5 Hugh D. Allen 
11 Mary Arnett
1 Keith L. Brown 
16 John W. Campbell 
8 Marilyn Grimes Davidson
6 Mary Main Debolt
7 Richard J. Froelich
5 Kenneth R. Gilson
5 Opal Adkins Gilson
4 Joyce Boedeker Gompf
1 Loyde H. Hartley
10 Catherine Hawkins Hickin 
3 Thomas L. Jenkins, Jr.
9 Suzanne Shelley Jones
15 Louise Bollechino Klump 
7 Ben R. Leise
7 Donald Z. Marshall
2 Maxine Swingle Morain 
7 Elizabeth Werth Oakman
3 Larry J. Pasqua 
9 John D. Pietila
16 Carol Strauss Ritchie 
3 Judith Jones Rutan
12 David E. Schar
12 Sharron Smith Schar
13 Richard H. Swigart
6 Judith Pepper Tobias 
13 Lei Shoda Tobias
13 Ronald E. Tobias 
9 Myra Hiett Traxler
11 C. Edward Venard
2 Judith G. Wandersee
Class of 1963
3 Marcia Kintigh Allison 
3 Roger L. Allison 
9 Mary L. Beamer 
9 Phyllis Fraley Beamer 
5 William S. Borchers 
3 Laddie F. Bowman 
13 Ralph D. Brehm
3 Emil George Buchsieb, II
13 Edward G. Case
1 Stephanie Robertson Cotton 
1 William A. Cotton
8 Mary Stang Dorrell
9 Janet Herchig Duteil
14 Mercedes Blum Graber
5 Richard L. Graf
10 Christine Fetter Greene
6 Susan Gallagher Hafner 
6 Terry M. Hafner
4 John F. Harmon 
14 Philip L. Johnson
22
8 Douglas R. Knight
9 Thomas R. Martin
1 Joel A. Mathias
2 Karen Kullmann Miller
10 Linda Clippinger Miller
6 David F. Moser
2 Marlene Pfahler Patterson 
12 Harold L. Pitz
7 Carleton P. Purdey
14 Larry D. Roshon
16 Carol Simmons Shackson 
4 Sigrid Persson Sharp 
4 Thomas E. Sharp
15 Mary Floyd Sparenberg 
15 Norma Smith Stockman
8 Thomas B. Studebaker 
2 R. Lowell Thomas
1 Homer F. Trout, Jr.
2 David W. Truxal
9 Caroline Kaderly Wherley 
9 Daniel Wherley
11 Larry L. Wilson
4 Marilyn Thornhill Wilson 
10 Jeanne Leohner Woodyard
Class of 1964
5 Elizabeth Glor Allen 
2 Richard L. Allen
6 Judith M. Anderson
9 Georgia Pattison Barkhymer 
9 Lyle T. Barkhymer 
4 Carol Studebaker Beck 
4 Thomas R. Beck 
13 Diana Darling Case 
2 Carol Krohn Covrett
1 Frank A. D’Imperio, Jr.
4 David V. Deringer
7 Charles A. Deyo
2 Linda E. Evans
1 Byron E. Ford, Jr.
21 Martha Kinder Gifford 
10 Jerry A. Gill 
7 Wayne T. Gill
5 Richard L. Hartzell
7 Rosemary Huprich Jenkins
3 Sandra Salisbury Jenkins 
13 Cherry Wicks Jeong
2 Raymond F. Kinne
11 Carol Albright Lauthers 
11 Carol L. Leininger 
6 Jeanne Brumbaugh Lyons 
3 Ronald E. Martin 
18 Martha Deever Matteson
5 M. Joseph Miller, Jr.
16 Phylis Bush Miller 
11 Charles C. Moore
11 Sally Landwer Moore 
31 Ruth Whitacre Riggle
3 Janet Foster Robinson
2 Richard A. Russo 
14 Susan M. Sain
4 Roger D. Shipley 
4 Sondra Spangler
6 Suzanne Osborn Stadnick
3 Dennis E. Stewart 
6 David K. Sturges
1 Ruth Lackey Tobias
4 Leo Holby Torresant
12 John A. Voorhees
13 Virginia R. Walker
6 Madalyn Osborn Youngbird 
6 Sharon A. Zundel
Class of 1965
11 Lynne Puterbaugh Apple
5 Paul S. Beal
4 Harold H. Biddle
5 Roger S. Blair
7 Frederick H. Bohse 
3 Edward J. Booth
7 Carol Darling Carter
8 Mary Crawford Cobb 
21 Barbara Cole
6 James L. Danhoff
7 Babette L. Davis
3 M. Beth Camp Donaldson
4 Stephen P. Ellis
8 Mary Blair Fields
8 Dolores Cooley Frintrup 
7 Douglas R. Houser 
6 Joseph N. Ignat 
10 Rosemary Gorman McTygue 
1 Karen Hoerath Meyer 
1 Robert A. Meyer 
6 Eileen Marty Mignerey 
6 Thomas G. Mignerey
5 Joyce Rugh Miller
5 Jack W. Moreland 
3 Fred E. A. Noah
2 Marcia Munz Nordbruch 
12 William A. Ottewill
6 Ann Barnes Packer 
9 Jane Barnes Page
3 Sally Handel Penrose
9 Paula Bushong Rennich 
14 Jean Hollis Roshon 
6 Howard G. Russell, Jr.
6 Katheleen Stanley Russell
1 Carolyn Pulsing Sargent
2 Karen Dean Schnorrenberg
4 Nancy Torbush Shipley 
1 David M. Short
12 Emily A. Smith
12 Jane Schoepke Stolzenburg
11 James H. Stott
4 Arlene Buckley Swihart
5 John D. Taylor 
9 Harold S. Toy
11 Marge Lloyd Trent
4 James E. Wacker
5 Sally McCoy Wallace 
11 Judith James Weaver 
10 Marcia Shaffer Weidner
3 Susan Lang Wiesen
4 J. Mills Williams
Class of 1966
5 Linda Rote Arth 
4 Edward J. Bradel
12 Stephen D. Bretz 
12 Nathalie S. Bungard 
7 Rebecca S. Clark
7 Gary L. Close
12 Michael H. Cochran
6 Janet Parsons Colliton
2 Philip R. Dever
3 Ellen Williams Dillon 
3 Jay L. Donaldson
9 Rose Mansfield Anna Drewes 
9 Cynthia S. Eckroth
8 William K. Eggers
10 Michael J. R. Fensler 
8 Albert M. Fields
2 Robert W. Fisher, Jr.
11 Nancy R. Friedt 
4 Brian K. Hajek
4 Edith Sheets Hajek
1 William L. Hunter
12 E. Beil Kaiser
5 Samuel S. Kelly
2 Jan A. Lenahan
12 Lenore Brobst Lutz
5 George R. Maibach 
2 Richard A. Mauger
1 John E. McIntosh
2 Edward L. McKelvey 
^ 9 Gail L. Miller
12 James B. Miskimen
3 H. Stephen Moeller 
11 Larry L. Motz
6 Charlene Zundel Nevans
6 Marvin W. Nevans, Jr.
9 Marcia Searfos Ogle 
3 David P. Orbin
1 Hilda McIntyre Pate
11 Bennie Reams Paul
1 Paul B. Paulus
3 Lewis W. Poole, Jr.
3 Paul J. Quinn, Jr.
7 Sherry Alford Robinson
6 F. Jeannette Schneider
4 James R. Sells
2 Martha Behanna Singleton
7 Catherine Brandeberry Tinr
6 David C. Trout
9 Ruth Barnes Wilson 
10 David L. Woodyard
7 Fred W. Worley
8 Michael Ziegler
8 Barbara J. Zirkle
Class of 1967
4 Sara Jack Aldrich
3 Herbert A. Anderson, II 
7 Mardelle Leslie Baker
5 Jeannine Benson Bates
9 Judy Gebhart Bear
4 Earl Warren Bennett 
9 Linda J. Bixby
4 Helen Bond
12 Carolyn Ramsey Bretz
4 Margaret Henry Cabral
3 Carol J. Capell
8 Antonia Churches 
12 Gretchen Van Sickle Cochran
1 Clyde C. Doughty
4 David C. Evans
3 Dawn Armstrong Farrell
3 Reginald D. Farrell 
8 Barbara Lou Fegley
4 William S. Gornall
2 Lynn Russell Hall
1 Elizabeth Schilstra Hanley
3 Barbara Billings Hazelbaker
4 Maxine Bamberger Hegnauer
5 Gary Carter Hellermann 
4 Judy Shaffer Holzbacher 
3 Daniel E. Huther
2 Alice K. Jenkins
2 Brian C. Johnston
10 Beverly Appleton Ketron
3 Lee A. Kniess
3 Edward D. Laughbaum
6 H. Thomas Langshaw 
3 Gerald R. Lewis
3 Janet Radebaugh Lewis 
12 Don R. Lutz
10 Vivian Elaine Morgan-Mendez 
9 Gordon J. Morris 
10 Allen C. Myers
3 Kathleen Morris Orbin
I 3 Judith Swanson Pardue
4 Roger K. Parramore
8 Gloria Brown Parsisson
1 Laurie Elwell Paulus
2 Leslie F. Randolph
2 Cheryl Brooks Russo 
2 Ileana Bonvicini Santore 
8 Richard G. Sawyer 
4 Sharon Banbury Shoaf 
4 Thomas F. Shoaf 
7 Frederick T. Sporck, il 
10 David Stichweh 
10 Joanne Miller Stichweh 
4 Kathy McClure Straccia 
10 Richard D. Taylor 
7 Kay A. Templeton 
7 David E. Tinnerman 
10 I. Bruce Turner
3 Tina McCune Watman 
11 Carlton E. Weaver
4 James S. Weisz
6 Warren S. Wheeler 
8 Brian J. Wood 
6 Robert E. Woodruff 
2 Elaine Winter Wroe
Class of 1968
6 Janet Cook Aiello 
2 Richard C. Albert
4 Kenneth H. Aldrich
2 Marcia McCrea Andreichuk
2 Phillip T. Andreichuk 
8 Ronald L. Anslinger
7 Cathy Alspach Boring 
10 Barbara Bulthaup
1 Kristy Courtright Burrows 
1 Richard E. Burrows 
7 Shirley Gill Close
5 Louis Feagin Conde 
1 Craig L. Cottingham 
1 Thomas W. Crane
3 Anne Barr Davis
7 Brenda Zoller Deever 
7 W. Thomas Deever
1 Arlene Earley
2 Larry C. Edwards
2 Rachel Cring Edwards
4 Nancy Smith Evans 
1 Dale A. Foor
7 Nancy Dorod Garrett 
10 James C. Granger 
9 Dennis R. Hedges
5 Allen E. Hicks
5 Lois Zimmerman Hicks 
1 Jean Hillis Hippier 
5 Emily Talbott Holdenreid
1 Roger W. Holt
4 Mary Browne Isles
2 Frank J. Jayne
2 Karen Summers Jayne
1 Jacqueline Love Katzin
2 John E. King
3 Richard P. Klenk
1 Brent M. Koudelka
2 Jerome P. Laub
23
3 Robert S. Lehman, Jr.
5 Ellen Cochran Litt
1 Judith Whipp Mack
7 Ella Lahmers Marshall
3 Marsha Nolder McDonald
6 Diane Haverkamp McDowell 
5 Juanita Redding Mitchell
3 Karen Fischer Moeller 
9 Sandra Manning Moser
4 Samuel E. Murphy, II
2 Kathryn Opiinger Nissen
8 Donald E. Parsisson
1 Michael J. Pate
3 Jack E. Penty
2 Leonora Gilbert Peters
5 Connie McNutt Petrigala
6 Connie Grimes Pottenburgh
8 Thomas W. Powers 
6 Jennifer Barr Reich
9 Paul S. Reiner
14 Marguerite Priest Rosensteel
3 Jeremy G. Russell
4 Patricia Wolfe Simon 
2 Anne Durkin Smoler
4 Donna Lenhard Stevens
6 Mark L. Stevens
7 Carol Hull Stoner
2 Donna Skinner Sullivan
3 Charles D. Taylor
10 Rachel Stinson Turner 
3 Sandra Hartsook Turner 
6 Lynda Hobson Weston 
6 Robert B. Weston
8 Jerralyn Scott Wood
1 Lois Miller Yelland 
Class of 1969
9 Christene Anderson Acker
2 Mary Harlan Albert
6 Carol Airhart Anderson 
10 Barry W. Askren
7 Florence Price Beardslee
3 Linda Spicer Beckner
3 Richard O. Beckner
5 Daniel E. Bender
5 Wendy Ficker Bender 
10 Patience Cox Bernards
4 Jack B. Booth
3 Nancy Scheiner Brashears
1 Sue Mignerey Brown 
5 Judith Cornwell Campbell 
1 Susan Schlencher Carroll
1 Tom R. Carroll
4 Amy Doan Chivington
4 Brenton I. Chivington
3 Rebecca Phillips Dolinar 
8 Beth Schlegel Eggers
8 Jon T. Elliott
5 Gerald D. Farber
4 John K. Farnlacher
2 John R. Finch
6 Ruth Douglass Flint
1 Betty McElroy Gardner 
1 Frances Guenther Garten 
10 Janet Dowdy Granger 
6 Martha Rhoades Green 
1 Rebecca Ruyan Groseclose 
6 Alan K. Harris 
6 Julie Gauch Harris
9 Kay Needham Hedges 
6 Kathy J. Heinrich
6 James R. Henry
7 Gail Francis Hillman
5 Marie Jerencsik
3 David F. Jones
8 Sandra Page Jones 
18 Robert L. Joyce
5 Whitney Breidenbach Keyes 
1 Sarah Flack Kirksey
8 Carole Prileson Koach 
1 Peggy Neal Koorn
1 Linda Crow Koudelka
2 Tanya Winter Kozimer 
1 Donald G. Lang
1 Janis Abbott Lang
4 Peter L. Lubs
10 Mary F. Mahoney
3 John J. McDonald
7 Jane Whearty McMeekin
4 Kathryn R. Moody
1 Gary K. Moore 
3 John M. Nantz
8 Carol Hammond Orndorff
8 Barbara Cochrane Palombo 
7 Carol R. Pohly
6 Thomas P. Pottenburgh
2 Dennis I. Prichard
24
9 Marilyn Miller Rehm 
2 David J. Ruch
8 Larry G. Rummel
2 Larry E. Rupp
3 Donna Simonetti Russell 
5 Susan Hiehle Schnapp
1 William E. Sechrist 
5 Thomas W. Sheaffer
2 Rebecca Kramer Sheridan 
2 Carol Roe Smith
2 Gary F. Smith
3 James A. Smith
2 Mary Fetter Smith
2 Lyle E. Stetzer
3 Albert P. Stohrer
3 Kathleen Revenaugh Stohrer 
5 Nancy Pringle Stokes
1 Allan E. Strouss 
1 Karen Maple Turner 
10 Keith H. Turner
9 Roger Wharton 
1 Jack S. Whitson
4 Stephanie Chitwood Wilbanks 
1 Bruce G. Woodhouse
9 Kathryn Cunningham Woodward 
9 Marc A. Woodward
5 Nancy Arnold Wright
5 Barbara Tinnerman Zech 
4 Alice Hoffmeister Zuske
Class of 1970 
3 Judith Schear Anderson 
8 N. Jeanne Lytle Anslinger 
8 Elaine S. Armbrust 
10 Janice Keller Askren 
7 Linda Karl Barr
1 Judith K. Blake
7 Kenneth H. Bond
3 Peggy Jo Brunner
2 Linda Smith Carter
4 Fredric L. Dray
4 Michael E. Ducey
1 James P. Ferguson
4 Fonda Gay Fichthorn
6 John C. Funk
3 James A. Garrett
3 Patricia Deck Garrett
2 Claudia Roe Gifford 
2 Terry L. Goodman
1 Michael A. Hartman 
3 Brian E. Hartzell 
1 Marjorie Benson Heid
3 Carolyn Koachway Hill 
1 Christy Kear Johnson
9 Phyllis Esswein Larason
1 Deems L. Leasure 
7 David E. Lehman
4 Pamela Marquart Lubs
2 Theresa McMillen McFarland 
11 Kathleen Moreland
5 Linda Whitehouse Pace
2 Charlene Simmers Prushing 
7 Mark N. Peters
3 Gary Paul Price
3 Linda Sands Price 
1 Susan Feisley Rowland 
1 William A. Samuels 
3 C. Lynn Scarlett
5 Ronald J. Scharer 
3 John C. Schott
3 Thomas J. Searson
1 Marilynne Lilly Sechrist
6 Glen D. Shaffer
6 Linda Zimmerman Shaffer 
1 Kathryn E. Sims
4 Stephen R. Spurgeon
5 Steven E. Steinhauser 
5 Carl E. Warnes
5 Janet Cornish Wartman 
9 Charles H. Weil 
9 Marlyn Gill Weil 
4 Sharon Ellenberger Wilson
1 Donald W. Wolfe 
Class of 1971
2 Crystal Day Babin
4 Jeanne Beck
7 Barbara J. Bibbee
5 Rita Schumacher Bilikam 
4 Nancy Halberstadt Booth
3 Muriel A. Byers
1 Richard E. Calhoun 
1 Timothy D. Clark
6 Deborah L. Cramer
4 Charlotte Barnes Crites 
4 Carol Starks Ducey
1 Jane Probasco Eckhart 
3 Wendy Roush Elliott
1 Ralph C. Erickson
2 James L. Francis
1 Toni Benner Hartman 
1 Jane A. Holford
1 H. Brian Hutchinson 
4 Harold R. Kemp
3 Adele Knipp Klenk 
7 Marsha S. Klingbeil
2 Sue Butcke Koverman 
2 Doris M. Kuhn
7 Dennis A. Lohr
2 Russell J. McFarren
3 Dale E. Miller
3 Linda Wilkins Miller 
2 Jed W. Morison
4 Robert N. Mowrey 
1 Thomas E. Perkins
1 David E. Phillips
2 Kathe Bachmann Ruch
5 Charles M. Savko
5 Gina Mampieri Savko
6 Patricia Spessard Schramm
5 Margaret Grimes Sheaffer
1 Kathleen Lee Sitz
2 Sheryl Morrison Stetzer
1 Dottie Stover
6 Jeanette Robinson Thomas
6 Richard L. Thomas
2 Jae Benson Van Wey
7 Carol Carpenter Waugh 
7 James E. Waugh
3 Barbara Wharton 
1 Richard F. Wittier 
5 John W. Zech
Class of 1972 
1 Sarah L. Baker 
1 Kathlynn S. Benson 
5 Stephen H. Bilikam
1 Susan Bowers Birch
2 Kathy Nye Bixler
1 Debra Ayers Caldwell
4 Timothy B. Chandler
5 Jenny Miller Curtis
3 Sandra L. Dye 
3 Jerry E. Elliott
7 Mary Ann Everhart 
5 Richard L. Foster, Jr.
5 Sara Lord Foster
1 Linda Leatherman Haller 
1 Peter J. Haller 
10 Antonieta Hamilton
3 Susan J. Hinds
1 Helen Johnson Hutchinson
1 Wayne L. James
2 Donn P. Kegel
4 Barbara Harris Kemp
3 Darcy Elliott McDonald
2 Marticia Day McFarren 
7 George P. Miller, Jr.
3 Mary Temple Norton 
6 David S. Oldham
2 Kathleen Kohler Patterson
4 Jacqueline A. Poe
1 Dianne Brooks Powell 
1 Gregory D. Prowell 
1 Donald R. Raybuck 
1 John K. Raybuck 
1 Mark P. Schantz 
1 Kim Taylor Schnell 
1 James D. Share 
6 Barbara Elliott Snyder 
6 Jeffrey D. Snyder
1 Susan Conover Sponaas 
4 David C. Thompson
2 Nathan Van Wey
10 Annette Smith Williams
4 Michael G. Zieqler 
Class of 1973
1 Robert I. Barnes
2 Mark A. Bixler
3 Michael S. Bridgman
1 Margaret Earley Devolt 
1 David J. Evans 
3 Margaret J. Fagerberg 
3 Frank E. R. Fensler 
3 Paula Motz Fensler 
3 Patricia A. Fletcher 
6 Donald W. Foster 
1 Jon R. France
5 Robert A. Gail
1 Douglas F. Gyorke
6 Margaret Stewart Hamilton 
1 Dwight E. Hammond
1 Judith Kurzen Houts 
3 Patrice Perry Kelly 
1 Susan Schuster Kindervater
1 Susan Harrison Lahoski 
10 Diana Harvey Laubach
2 C. David Main
2 Dawn Beaumont Main
2 Keith I. Malick
3 Maury Newburger
3 Ruth Schreckengost Novak 
6 Debra Goodrich Oldham 
1 I. Claire Longshore Raybuck
1 Robin Ried Raybuck
2 D. Brett Reardon
3 Virgenea Kenny Roberts 
1 Linda Woods Sesito
4 Gretchen E. Steck 
1 Dan L. Stockdale
4 Debra Scott Vedder 
Class of 1974 
1 Janet Beck Barnes 
1 Jennifer Rayman Clark
3 Patricia Jo Elliott
4 Daniel T. Fagan
1 Barbara Curtis France 
3 Dick E. Glessner 
1 Nancy K. Harter
5 Barbara Jo Hoffman 
1 Jay R. Hone
1 Victoria L. Korosei 
1 James A. Lahoski
1 Sibyl L. McCaulsky 
5 Brett S. Moorehead
2 Jo Alice Bailey Povolny
3 Marsha E. Rice
4 Dennis M. Roberts 
3 Gary M. Roberts
3 G. Michael Schacherbauer
2 Keith A. Shoemaker 
Class of 1975
1 D. Martyn Bookwalter
3 Cynthia Hupp Bridgman 
1 Richard H. Byers, Jr.
1 Susan Mathews Byers 
1 Donald A. Coldwell
1 Ruth Johnson Coldwell
4 Candis L. Criner
2 Lynn Corbin Demojzes 
2 Linda Hammond Gallup 
2 Wallace A. Gallup
1 Paula A. Goodridge
1 Walter N. Greene
2 Thomas F. Heil 
2 Robert L. James
2 Ruth Ruggles Malick 
1 Cynthia Phalor McCue 
1 Ann Backer McDaniel
1 Scott E. McDaniel 
4 Karl J. Niederer
14 Donnalea Phinney
2 Cindi Moore Reeves 
1 Michael H. Rendel
3 Beth Bichsel Ricard 
3 Nita L. Seibel
3 Judith I. Silver
1 Mark H. Sommer
2 S. Kim Wells
2 Mary Miller Westfall 
2 Michael R. Westfall 
Class of 1976
2 Elsa C. Giammarco
3 Thomas E. Howell
1 Michael W. McCleese
2 Beth Lynne Nelson
4 Marsha Harting Niederer
3 Steven P. Ricard
3 Ann Ohiinger Sisson
1 Barbara Ann Stoops
2 Carol A. Ventresca 
Class of 1977
1 Rebecca L. Becker 
1 James E. A. Black, II 
1 Pamela J. Buckingham 
1 Brenda Simmons Casciai
1 Stephen P. Devolt
2 Eloise Fisher
1 David A. Horner
2 Deborah Banwart James 
1 Cindy L. Loudenslager
1 Mark E. Snider 
1 Melissa Barr Snider 
Class of 1978 
1 Monique Davis Clark 
1 Merrilee Foster 
1 Roger A. Nourse
Class of 1979
1 Tamera A. Cramer 




25 Benjamin S. Glover
Class of 1953
30 Albert J. Esselstyn
Class of 1958
21 Lynn W. Turner
21 Vera Arbogast Turner
Class of 1959
28 Harold L. McMillan 




16 William G. Comstock 
9 Samuel G. Ziegler
Class of 1968
6 Donald N. Ciampa 
6 Dorothy L. Ciampa 
28 Lillian S. Kornblum
Class of 1969
16 Harold B. Hancock 
11 Forest R. Moreland
Class of 1970
22 Joanne F. VanSant
Class of 1971
27 Keith D. Crane 
27 Mildred L. Crane 
19 Myrtle T. Grimes 
13 Donna L. Kerr 
13 Thomas J. Kerr
Class of 1972
31 Marguerite E. Boda 
31 Carol Flint Frank
Class of 1973




10 James A. Grissinger 
15 Justina L. Showers
Class of 1976
11 Mary McClure Miller 
13 Jeanne E. Willis
Class of 1977
9 Anonymous
19 Roy H. Turley
Class of 1978
24 Paul H. Ackert 


















































































































































Number Number Amount %
Solicited Donors Received Participating
96 24 $ 6,542.00 25%
95 23 1,195.00 24%
145 42 9,002.00 29%
166 40 9,125.00 24%
246 64 5,960.00 26%
297 68 6,154.00 23%
268 52 8,380.00 19%
216 46 3,620.00 21%
198 45 5,357.00 23%
187 50 11,749.00 27%
162 31 8,217.00 19%
168 32 2,073.00 19%
176 30 1,054.00 17%
229 51 2,287.00 22%
200 46 1,535.00 23%
230 54 2,154.00 23%
229 54 3,073.00 24%
272 33 1,272.00 12%
272 43 2,337.00 16%
339 46 2,319.00 14%
370 53 5,498.00 14%
381 56 1,955.00 15%
396 65 2,537.00 16%
443 78 3,451.00 18%
487 92 4,382.00 19%
393 53 2,802.00 13%
448 53 2,518.00 12%
417 43 2,180.00 10%
464 34 1,136.00 7%
495 19 775.00 4%
473 31 3,992.00 7%
444 12 7,680.00 3%
416 13 7,178.00 3%




Alumni Center by Cher Turner '43
England, Scotland Tour Planned 
for Alumni
This summer Otterbein alumni and 
their families can enjoy the 
mountainous Highlands and 
heather-strewn Lowlands of Robbie 
Burns’ Scotland, the exquisite English 
Lake District of Wordsworth and the 
rolling Cotswolds of Shakespeare and 
Churchill. All of this in a relaxing 
country atmosphere on a tour presented 
by the Otterbein College Alumni 
Association. Alumni Director Chet 
Turner and his wife Margaret will host 
this motorcoach tour through the cities 
and countryside of the British Isles 
August 13-28.
Two tour options are available. The 
first is a fully escorted motorcoach tour 
visiting the English cities of Keswick, 
Chester, Lincoln and York and the 
Scottish cities of Sterling, Aberdeen and 
Edinburgh. The cost, $1,099, provides 
hotel accommodations, private 
motorcoach transportation throughout 
the itinerary and breakfast daily.
The second option, available for $899, 
includes the use of a rental car with 
unlimited mileage for two weeks and 
accommodations with breakfast daily in 
Ivergowrie for the first week. During the 
second week, the traveler enjoying this 
flexible option may plan what to visit 
and where to stay.
For further information please contact 
Chet Turner, Director of Alumni 
Relations, Otterbein College,
Westerville, Ohio 43081.
1979 Alumni Award Recipients 
Announced
The annual presentation of Alumni 
Awards will be made at the Alumni 
Luncheon, Saturday, June 9, 1979. 
Those receiving awards are:







THE DISTINGUISHED SERVICE 
AWARD
Dwight B. Ballenger ’39 
Phyllis Shultz ’52 
Homer Cassel ’17
THE SPECIAL ACHIEVEMENT AWARD 
James Gallagher ’63 
Donald Henry ’33 
Philip Charles ’29









Class Reunions & Picture Taking 
Alumni Luncheon with Reunion Tables 
Tour of Battelle Fine Arts Center 
Centurion Banquet 
Alumni Concert Choir











The Walls Are 
Still the 
Some
Dy Dill Stewart 
Sports Information Director
“A review of Otterbein’s recent past in 
an athletic way is not conducive to 
boasting . . . material has been sadly 
lacking; adequate facilities have not 
been available: one coach for all sports 
has not proved satisfactory ....
“All talk now centers around the new 
gymnasium. More and better material, 
greater facilities for every sport, a new 
institutional enthusiasm, and a larger 
staff — these are now no longer an 
ephemeral vision, but a radiant 
prospect.”
Coach Alfred Sears, 1929 Sibyl, p. 93
“After a number of years of intense 
desire and fond hoping, the new 
gymnasium is about to become a 
reality.”
Prof. R. F. Martin, 1929 Sibyl, p. 92
“Al Van Wie, basketball coach at 
Wooster, called it a snakepit,” recalls 
Otterbein basketball coach Dick 
Reynolds.
“It was a tough place for anybody to 
come into and play a good game,” 
Reynolds adds. “It was only meant to 
seat 1,100 to 1,200 people but you’d get 
1,500 packed in there hollering for 
Otterbein and it would be worth 10-12 
points to us.”
Fifty years ago this fall, Otterbein 
opened the doors on its brand new 
Alumni Gymnasium, a magnificent 
edifice during its prime and a visiting 
coach’s nightmare in its waning years.
But during its 46 year, 822 game 
basketball history, old Alumni Gym 
wasn’t always the best of friends to the 
home team. During the span. Cardinal 
teams managed only a 418-404 record 
for a 50.9 winning percentage.
In fact it wasn't until the third home 
game of the opening season in Alumni 
Gym that Otterbein chalked up a win. 
February 7, 1930, Ralph Gibson tossed 
in 16 points as the Cardinals dumped 
Ohio Northern 27-23.
And only one Ohio Conference 
Championship came to Otterbein during 
that era. But it was a dandy. The 
1932-33 Cardinals breezed through a 12 
game schedule undefeated, including 
three impressive season opening wins 
over “Bigboys ” Toledo, 41-35, Bowling 
Green 47-31, and Dayton, 34-26.
And the OAC opponents fell harder; 
Capital twice, 52-34 and 56-19, Hiram, 
69-34, and Muskingum, 56-19.
Statistically, that team averaged 48.6 
points per game and outscored their 
opponents by almost 20 . . . and that 
was back in the center jump era!!!
From that championship year until the 
mid ’60s, things were up and down, 
mostly down, except for some good 
years in the mid ‘30s and early ’40s.
But with the arrival of Little All 
America star Don Carlos in the fall of 
1963, things started looking up.
“They’d be lined up back to Towers 
Hall waiting to get in,” recollects 
Otterbein Men’s Athletic Director Bud 
Yoest.
“The doors would open and the 
fraternities would congregate upstairs 
behind the basket with all kinds of 
noisemakers. And people would be 
standing two or three deep on the floor
underneath the basket.”
“I guess that could be a little 
distracting to the visitors,” Yoest adds 
with a smile.
However, the opponents of 1963 
through 1967 would probably tell you 
that it was two-time Little All America, 
four time OAC scoring champ Carlos 
that was the most distracting thing in 
Alumni Gym. During Carlos’ reign, 
Otterbein chalked up 16-5, 16-9, 20-5 
and 19-6 seasons ... 71 wins in 96 
games for just a hair shy of 80 percent.
And once the tap was opened, the 
wins kept coming. The last twelve years 
showed an overall 183-92 record for the 
teams that called Alumni Gym home.
But with age, “The Home of the 
Cardinals,” as everything else, gave way 
to the new. In this case a beautiful new 
home for both men’s and women’s 
physical education and athletic 
programs and intramurals, the Rike 
Center.
And after total renovation. Alumni 
Gym is now the new Battelle Fine Arts 
Center. The basketball floor is now a 
new dance floor and the bleachers are 
now auditorium seats.
But no matter what the name, the 
walls are still the same, and there will 




Committee of MARSP-NRTA (Michigan 
Association of Retired School Personnel and 
National Retired Teachers Association).
Everyone is listed under his/her preferred 
class year, not necessarily the year a degree 
was granted.
1 1 next reunion June 1979
JAMES O. COX, one of Otterbein’s
oldest alums, has been 
collecting canes for the 
past twenty years.
Many of them have 
been gifts from friends 
and relatives.
'18 next reunion June 1979
INEZ STAUB ELDER, an artist, 
received a compound fracture of the left 
femur bone in November. She is now at 
home getting around with the aid of a 
walker.
ZU next reunion June 1979
A Valentine’s Day open house was 
held at Otterbein Home’s Library. The day 
was also in memory of former head librarian 
LILLIE WATERS MILLS who supervised the 
entire recataloguing of the library’s 4,500 
books by the Dewey Decimal System. Since 
her death her husband, PROF. GILBERT 
MILLS ’20, has taken over her duties as head 
librarian.
'26 next reunion June 1979
EARL HOOVER has been requested by 
the "Mike Douglas Show ’ to send them a 
copy of his book CRADLE OF GREATNESS.
This may lead to publicity on national 
television. Good luck, Earl!
O I next reunion June 1981
LORENE BILLMAN WABEKE is
included in THE WORLD WHO’S WHO OF 
WOMEN IN EDUCATION, First Edition. 1978. 
She has also been appointed State Michigan 
Chairperson of the Community Participation
'34 next reunion June 1979
MR. AND MRS. FRED H. NORRIS 
(PAULINE KELSER 33) represented 
Otterbein College at the Tusculum College 
inauguration activities on February 8, 1979.
'35 next reunion June 1979
WOODROW PURDY, founder and 
superintendent of the Lawnview School and 
Adult Workshop for the Mentally Retarded, 
plans to retire June 30 after serving 25 years. 
The Champaign County Board of Mental 
Retardation is changing the name of the 
school to “The W. W. Purdy Lawnview 
School and Adult Workshop’’ in honor of Mr. 
Purdy.
'40 next reunion June 1980
F. MARION DUCKWELL retired 
February 1, 1979 from his position as 
manager. Employee Development at G. E. 
Medical Systems Division. Milwaukee, WS., 
after 27 years with the company. He will 
continue to reside in Milwaukee but will act 
on a consulting basis part-time as an adjunct 
faculty member of G. E.'s Corporate 
Management Development Institute in New 
York. He and his wife, Lillian, will travel 
around the United States for G. E. as he is 
leading management training workshops.
ISABEL HOWE ZIEGLER has been 
installed as the first woman president of the 
Espanola Valley Chamber of Commerce in 
New Mexico. She was selected by a 
unanimous vote of the Chamber's board of 
directors. Mrs. Ziegler was instrumental in 
establishing the first library under the 
Espanola Women’s Club and Library 
Association. She is a member of Amantes de 
Flores Garden Club and was named 
Outstanding Woman of the Year by the 
Chamber for her work in landscaping the 
city’s traffic islands.
'41 next reunion June 1981
PROF. JOHN A. CLIPPINGER, PhD., 
was recently honored by being included in 
AMERICAN MEN AND WOMEN OF 
SCIENCE — SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL 
SCIENCES. He is chairman and professor in 
the Department of Psychology at Baker 
University and has been certified as a clinical 
psychologist by the state of Kansas. His wife, 
MARY GARVER ’41, is head nurse with the 
Oncology Unit of the Kansas University 
Medical Center as well as clinical instructor 
in the School of Nursing.
'42 next reunion June 1982
BETTE GREENE ELLIOTT recently 
displayed a collection of current watercolors 
in the Little Art Gallery of North Canton 
Public Library. She is teaching a credit 
course at Wayne General and Technical 
College and has recently completed a 
commission to “preserve” some local 
historic sites in watercolor.
'44 next reunion June 1980
DR. RAY W. GIFFORD, JR. of the
Cleveland Clinic Foundation, received the 
prestigious Oscar B. Hunter Memorial Award 
from the American Society for Clinical 
Pharmacology and Therapeutics in Kansas 
City, MO. The award is the highest honor 
given by the society for outstanding research 
in clinical pharmacology and therapeutics.
Dr. Gifford has also been selected by the 
American Medical Association to serve as its 
representative on the Second Joint National 
Committee on Detection, Evaluation and 
Management of Hypertension. The committee 
is composed of eleven physicians who have 
been selected by various professional 
organizations, including the American 
College of Physicians, the American Heart 
Association, the American College of 
Cardiology and the American College of 
Chest Physicians.
'49 next reunion June 1983
HARRY B. ASHBURN has been elected 
to a two-year term to the Board of Directors
30
of the Ohio Association of Secondary School 
Administrators.
'50 next reunion June 1981
GLEN W. MOSS has resigned as 
superintendent of the Pleasant School 
District where he completed his fifth term. 
Glen has spent 30 years in the educational 
field.
3 1 next reunion June 1981
ROBERT B. BROWN, M.D., P.S.C., has 
recently moved his medical practice from 
1038 Maple Avenue, Zanesville, OH., to 211 
South Cherry Street, Greenville, KY 42345.
'52 next reunion June 1981
MARJORIE ABBOTT DENHAM
continues half-day kindergarten teaching and 
has recently started with Discovery, a home 
party plan offering games, toys and books 
for early education.
SHIRLEY KOBS CARROLL received her 
master’s degree from Case Western Reserve 
University in 1968. She is presently on the 
staff of the Alamogorho Public Library and is 
also curator of the Sacramento Mountain 
Historical Society Museum. Shirley was 
previously a columnist for the Alamogorho 
Daily News.
'53 next reunion June 1984
LARRY HARD'S sixth volume of altar 
prayers, CONTEMPORARY ALTAR PRAYERS, 
published by C.S.S., is now on sale at 
various religious bookstores.
'54 next reunion June 1979
JAMES W. GIBSON is co-author of 
CREATIVE SPEECH COMMUNICATION, a 
1979 publication of Macmillan Publishing Co.
THE REVEREND MR. BEVAN KIMMEL has
recently been appointed to Lake Shore 
United Methodist Church. He moved from 
Stow United Methodist Church where he 
served since 1971 and his wife, the former
HELEN HERWICK '53, taught at the Child 
Care Center. Rev. Kimmel is also presently 
participating in a program of continuing 
education at Pittsburgh Theological 
Seminary.
'56 next reunion June 1981
DAVE FISHER is manager of the Hara 
Arena complex in Dayton, OH. Some of the 
events held at Dave’s arena include 30 rock 
shows annually, 150 dances annually, high 
school basketball tournaments. Holiday on 
Ice, Ringling Brothers Circus, etc. Previously 
Dave was coach and athletic director at 
Jackson High School and recreational 
director at the City of Jackson.
'58 next reunion June 1979
RUTH SCHILLING WONDER is
teaching a second grade class at the Miami 
Elementary School in the Milford Exempted 
Village School System.
'59 next reunion June 1979
DONALD J. STERNISHA has been 
elected vice president 
of Columbus-based 
Gates, McDonald &
Company, the largest 
cost control service in 




program. It is a 
Nationwide
Corporation subsidiary 
Donald joined Gates 
and McDonald in 1960 as a field 
representative and has been in management 
ranks since 1970, most recently as assistant 
vice president of field operations.
KENNETH L. ULLOM is O W E. coordinator 
and athletic director for the Big Walnut 
Schools in Sunbury.
'62 next reunion June 1982
JUDITH PEPPER TOBIAS is the newly
appointed Director of the Dayton YWCA. 
Judy’s goals as Executive Director include 
making the YWCA a more viable part of the 
community and furthering the education of 
the public on ways that the YWCA is growing 
and adapting to meet the needs of the future, 
including the changing role of women in the 
family and society. Judy has also been 
appointed a member of the Ohio Juvenile 
Justice Advisory Committee by Ohio 
Governor James A. Rhodes.
'63 next reunion June 1982
PETER M. ALLAMAN is employed by 
Charles River Associates, John Hancock 
Tower, Boston, who do studies of many 
kinds for private firms and public 
departments. A senior research consultant, 
Peter has a M.A. in sociology from Harvard 
University, a master’s degree in city planning 
from M.I.T., four years’ active service in the 
United States Air Force and a Ph.D. in urban 
studies from M.l.T. He resides in Wilmington, 
MA with his wife, Jacqueline and daughter, 
Stephanie.
'64 next reunion June 1980
EDWARD DRAYER represented 
Otterbein College at the inauguration of 
Robert Atwood Spivey, new president of 
Randolph-Macon Woman’s College,
Lynchburg, VA, on Saturday, April 7, 1979.
'65 next reunion June 1980
RONALD H. MARKS is a practicing 
attorney in the Norfolk/Virginia Beach area.
As chairman of the Legal Service and the 
Public Committee of the Virginia State Bar 
Association, Ron has developed a program 
entitled Law Everyone Should Know. It is a 
public information program provided to the 
public through the Community College 
System on a statewide basis. Ron is married 
to the former HEIDI HABERMAN '65, and has 
two sons, Jeffrey and Ryan.
JAMES C. McFEELEY represented 
Otterbein College at the inauguration of
31
Harry Edmund Smith as president of Austin 
College on April 28, 1979.
'66 next reunion June 1980
MAJOR DAVID M. CRIPPEN has
received the Meritorious Service Medal at 
Andrews Air Force Base, MD. Major Crippen 
was cited for outstanding duty performance 
as chief of the maintenance control branch 
of the 57th Fighter Interceptor Squadron at 
Keflavik Naval Station, Iceland. He now 
serves at Andrews as a maintenance staff 
officer with Headquarters, Air Force Systems 
Command.
JACK A. DRISCOLL has been promoted by 
the United States Air Force to the rank of 
major. Major Driscoll is serving at Ellsworth 
Air Force Base, SD, as an airborne 
intelligence planner.
'67 next reunion June 1983
WILLIAM S. GORNALL has been 
promoted by the United States Air Force to 
the rank of major. Major Gornall is serving at 
Vanderberg Air Force Base, CA, as a missile 
operations officer.
'69 next reunion June 1979
RUSSELL C. BOLIN II recently has 
been installed as president of the Chamber 
of Commerce and its Board of Directors in 
Orrville, OH.
MICHAEL G. LEADBETTER, M.D., 
graduated from Ohio State University 
medical school in 1973. After finishing a 
general surgery residency at the University of 
New Mexico in 1977, he moved to Dayton, 
OH, with his wife and daughters, Sanna, 7, 
and Julie, 3, where he has been an associate 
in the Middletown Emergency Physicians, 
Inc., since September, 1977.
'70 next reunion June 1980
JEAN LYTLE ANSLINGER is a
part-time admissions representative for 
Otterbein College in the southwestern Ohio 
area.
GEORGE (BUTCH) HENDERSON is a
counselor at Lower Columbia College in 
Longview, WA. Butch is married to the 
former KAYE LEDEBUHR ’72 and they are 
the proud parents of Jason Todd, born 
December 21, 1978.
CATHERINE L. WORLEY graduated from 
Capital University Law School September, 
1978, and is practicing law at the Legal Aid 
Society of Columbus.
'71 next reunion June 1981
PAUL BEENEY of Beeney Realty, has 
been elected as vice president of the 
Westerville Area Realtors Association. This is 
a newly formed organization covering the 
Westerville School District, which was 
established to further enhance relations 
between brokerage offices, sales people, 
financial organizations, title companies and 
the general public.
MIKE JAMES has been transferred to Ft. 
Lauderdale, FL, by Sears in August, 1978. On 
February 1, 1979, he was promoted to 
manager of the four home improvement 
departments, including the Suburban shop, 
plumbing and heating, built-in kitchens, and 
roofing, siding, garage door openers, etc. His 
wife, the former LINDA MANTOR 12, after 
teaching for six years at Willis Middle School 
in Delaware, OH, is currently managing 
“Mantor’s Manor Apartments" near Ft. 
Lauderdale.
MEREDITH REED MARTIN, after teaching 
elementary school in Rhode Island for two 
years and then helping her husband through 
seminary in Maine, is now taking care of son, 
Chad MacKenzie, IV2, and assisting husband, 
Jim, in his ministry in Easton, PA.
ROBERT MOWREY is currently teaching 
mathematics at Miami Trace High School 
near Washington, C.H., OH. In addition, he is 
assistant varsity football coach and is also 
head wrestling coach of the Miami Trace 
Panthers.
'72 next reunion June 1982
TRINA STECK MESCHER has been 
promoted at George Washington University 
in Washington, D.C. to executive assistant in 
the Office of Sponsored Research. Trina 
works in the area of grants and contracts 
management, primarily assisting the faculty 
in preparing grant proposals.
CAPT. JOSEPH P.
PALLAY was recently 
awarded the 
Commendation Medal 
by the United States 
Air Force for his work 




supervisor at Finley Air 
Force Base, ND, from 
July 13, 1977 through 
October 2, 1978. Capt. Pallay is presently 
assigned to the Foreign Technology Division 
at Wright Patterson Air Force Base, OH.
'73 next reunion June 1983
NEIL A. DAY is assistant vice president 
of Peoples Trust Bank of Fort Wayne, IN.
CHARLIE ERNST recently passed the 
C.P.A. examination and accepted a position 
with Peat, Warwick, Mitchell and Company, 
public accountants, Columbus, OH.
NANCY GRACE is now editor of The 
Women's Tribune: The Newspaper for the 
Women of Central Ohio. Nancy is also 
working on her master's degree in literature 
at Ohio State University. Prior to these 
activities, Nancy served at Otterbein and as a 
paralegal assistant in Cleveland and 
Westerville.
PATRICIA SELTZER ZECH has joined the 
Marketing Department of Merrill-Lynch 
Relocation Management (a subsidiary of 
Merrill-Lynch and Company), a company 
which handles employee transfers for
32
corporations in the United States and abroad 
in London with corporate headquarters in 
White Plains, NY. Pat also served as editor of 
TOWERS from 1973-1975.
'74 next reunion June 1983
LAURA LAMBERTON ENGLISH has
become a registered O.S.H.A.A. track and 
field official in the northeastern Ohio district.
MR. AND MRS. MICHAEL MacCARTER 
(NANCY DRUMMOND) are both teaching in 
the Chillicothe City School District. Nancy is 
teaching Art 1-12. Mike is teaching 
secondary mathematics. Mike is completing 
his master’s degree in administrative 
education at Ohio State University.
'75 next reunion June 1981
MARLIE GRIFFIN has received her 
Master of Education in Special Education, 
(L.D. and E.M.R.) from Wright State 
University. She is a primary learning 
disabilities teacher with Marysville Ex. Village 
Schools and resides in Westerville.
JOAN KASTNER is currently enrolled at 
Roanoke College in Salem, VA where she 
plans to graduate with a bachelor’s degree in 
criminal justice in June, 1980.
MIKE SHANNON has been named branch 
manager of the State Savings Worthington 
office. Formerly manager of the Canyon 
Center office in Reynoldsburg, Mike will be 
responsible for total operations of the 
Worthington location. Mike has been with 
State Savings for over three years.
RANDALL E. SMITH is inventory control 
manager of Western Auto Distribution Center 
in Delaware, OH. His wife, the former GWEN 
E. WELLS ’76, is a first grade teacher in the 
Jefferson Local School District in Gahanna. 
OH.
'76 next reunion June 1981
SUE KOCKS EDWARDS is associate 
director of First Street Theatre in Dayton and
director of Fantasy Express, a children’s 
theatre segment. Sue has had several 
original adaptations of children’s stories 
performed on stage.
KENNETH W. JEWETT has been promoted 
to first lieutenant in the United States Air 
Force. Lt. Jewett, a duputy missile combat 
crew commander, is assigned at Francis E. 
Warren Air Force Base, WY, with a unit of 
the Strategic Air Command.
'77 next reunion June 1981
P. DOUGLAS STUCKEY is the
Youth/Camp Director of the Findlay YMCA. 
The YMCA has a membership of 8,800 and 
Doug’s responsibility is for all youth 
programming, operation of an 80-acre day 
camp, 60-acre mini-bike site, family 
education programs and a program for 
various trips.
'78 next reunion June 1984
GORDON “RICK” BURY has accepted 
the position of credit representative for 
Landmark, Inc. In this position, Rick will 
assist member Landmark Associations in 
predominately northeast Ohio with their 
customer credit programs. Prior to joining 
Landmark, he was associated with the Wayne 
County National Bank in Wooster.
INGRID M. JOCHEM is attending the 
American Graduate School of International 
Management in Glendale, AZ.
TOM WOLFF is teaching government and 
American history at Hopewell-Loudon in 
Tiffin, OH. Tom is also serving as assistant 
football coach.
former faculty
DR. ROBERT PRICE, former head of the 
department of English at Otterbein College, 
directed several displays of books featured 
during the Otterbein Home’s Library Open 
House on Valentine’s Day. One of the main 
displays was an exhibit of a large number of 
new large print books. The newest of these 
books have been purchased in memory of 
MRS. GILBERT MILLS 20.
marriages
'72 JO ANN KAY TURNER to George H.
Cooper on January 28, 1979 in 
Westerville, OH.
'75 KIM PRYFOGEL to JAMES REED on
August 5, 1978 in the St. Mary’s 
Church in Delaware, OH. Kim is employed by 
the Marion County Welfare Department and 
Jim is teacher and coach with Marion City 
Schools.
'76 TOHANNA LYNN HERTLEIN to
Stephen M. Fino on February 17, 1979 
at St. Agatha Church. Tony is a teacher with 
Whitehall Public Schools and Stephen is a 
commercial underwriter with Nationwide 
Insurance Company.
SUSAN M. HALL to Michael D. Balduf on 
October 14, 1978. Susan and Michael are 
now residing in Mansfield, OH.
MIKI PAYNE to Roger Hempleman on 
November 11, 1978.
birrhs
'63 MR. AND MRS. SCOTT MARTIN
(BROOKIE LITNER 62), a son, Bryan 
Scott, October 23, 1978.
'64 MR. AND MRS. ROBERT F. NOLAN 
(ANITA RUSSELL), a daughter, Jenny 
Rebecca, March 7, 1978.
MR. AND MRS. CARY F. OAKLEY 
(CAROLYN OSBORN 65), a son, James 
Montgomery, February 18, 1978. He joins 
Colleen, Chawn and Clark.
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65 MR. AND MRS. JIM DALRYMPLE 
(KATHERINE NEWMAN), a daughter, 
Lindsey Anne, March 16, 1977. She joins Jeff 
and Kate.
MR. AND MRS. RONALD MARKS (HEIDI 
HABERMAN), a son, Ryan Christopher, July 
13, 1978. He joins brother, Jeffrey, 13.
'68 MR. AND MRS. LARRY EDWARDS 
(RACHEL CRING), a son, Benjamin 
Thomas, December 8, 1978.
MR. AND MRS. DONALD HARKER 
(SUSAN BAGWELL), a daughter, Susan 
Elizabeth, August 14, 1977.
MR. AND MRS. RICHARD KLENK (ADELE 
KNEPP ’71), a son, Chad Ryan, March 26, 
1979. He joins sisters Leslie, 3V2, and Lisa, 
5V2.
MR. AND MRS. DONALD MOSER 
(SANDRA MANNING), a son, Erik Thomas, 
July 7, 1978. He joins brother, Craig Donald, 
2.
'69 MR. AND MRS. RICHARD ABBOTT 
(DIANNE FISHER), a daughter,
Whitney Suzanne, April 17, 1978. She joins 
brother, Michael, 2V2.
MR. AND MRS. DENNIS BERNARDS 
(PATIENCE COX), a daughter, Amy Esther, 
December 1, 1978.
MR. AND MRS. JOHN FARNLACHER, a
son, John Karl, II, “Jay ”, March 27, 1978.
MR. AND MRS. RONALD D. SAMPSON 
(PAMELA TRAYLOR), a daughter, Ryane 
Kathleen, August 2, 1978. She joins sister, 
Erin Lynne, 2.
MR. AND MRS. KEITH TURNER 
(RACHAEL STINSON 68), a son, Craig Ryan. 
June 1, 1978. He joins brother, Kevin, 3.
MR. AND MRS. WAYNE WINNER 
(BEVERLY YOUNGER ’70), a son, Marshall 
Wayne, III, July 7, 1978.
'70 Correction: The last issue of TOWERS 
reported DR. AND MRS. DON 
BEEMAN (SUSAN TRYON) were the parents 
of Austin Clark, born November 4, 1978. The 
proud mother is the former SUSAN BOLIN. 
Sorry Susan!
MR. AND MRS. JAMES BOIN (JEANNE 
GOODMAN), a son, Christopher James, 
October 18, 1978.
MR. AND MRS. GEORGE HENDERSON 
(KAYE LEDEBUHR 72), a son, Jason Todd, 
December 21, 1978.
THE REVEREND MR. AND MRS. MICHAEL 
SWANTON (MARJORIE KENDALL 72), a 
daughter, Laura Michelle, October 17, 1978.
'7 1 MR. AND MRS. KENNETH C.
JACKSON (CYNTHIA ROWLES 69), a 
son, Richard Craig, December 10, 1978. He 
joins sister, Kelly, 2.
MR. AND MRS. JIM MARTIN (MERIDITH 
REED), a son, Chad MacKenzie, age IV2.
MR. AND MRS. JERRY WEST (BARBARA 
GREEN ’74), a son, Jared Lee, October 11, 
1978.
'72 MR. AND MRS. STEVEN BOYD
(KAREN BEERS), a daughter, Lesley 
Erin, February 19, 1979. She joins brother, 
Nathan, 3.
MR. AND MRS. THOMAS PFOST (DONNA 
MATHIAS ’73), a daughter, Rebecca 
Elizabeth, February 19, 1978.
MR. AND MRS. JIM POYTHRESS (ALINE 
CLARK), a son, David James, March 2, 1979.
DR. AND MRS. FREDERICK M. SCHNELL 
(KIM DIANE TAYLOR), a daughter, Elizabeth 
Anne, January 24, 1978.
'73 MR. AND MRS. MIKE BRIDGMAN 
(CINDY HUPP ’75), a son, Jeffrey 
Scott, February 8, 1979.
MR. AND MRS. WILLIAM STANDISH (DEE 
WEASTON), a son, James Lewis, January 22, 
1979.
74 MR. AND MRS. PHIL LIVINGSTON 
(CAROL AMLIN), a daughter, Kerri 
Lynn, January 29, 1979. She joins sister, 
Stephanie Anne, 21/2.
MR. AND MRS. MICHAEL MacCARTER 
(NANCY DRUMMOND), a son, Nathan 
Michael, April 16, 1978.
MR. AND MRS. ERV SWEAT (MELAINE 
ALACCA), a son, Jeremy Ryan, February 4, 
1979. He joins brother, Eric Evan, 2^/2.
'75 MR. AND MRS. PAUL GARFINKEL 
(KAY BECHTEL ’74), a daughter, 
Jessica Lynn, December 29, 1978.
MR. AND MRS. MICHAEL B. HAYS, a son, 
Matthew Brandon, January 20, 1979.
MR. AND MRS. STEPHEN D. McGEE 
(SUSAN EMRICK), a son, Chadwick (Chad) 
Dwight, September 28, 1978.
'76 MR. AND MRS. RICK MARTIN
(DIANNE SMITH), a son, Daniel Scott, 
December 28, 1978.
deaths
02 MRS. CARRIE SAUNDERS CELLAR of
Winter Park, FL, died February 26, 
1979. She was the widow of WILSON F. 
CELLAR ’02, the founder of Cellar Lumber
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Company in Westerville. He died in 1972. 
Mrs. Cellar moved to Winter Park from 
Westerville in 1942 and was a member of 
Winter Park Presbyterian Church and O.E.S., 
Circleville, OH.
' 1 6 MYRA BELLE BRENIZER CLEMONS
passed away March 15, 1979 in 
Glendora, CA.
MILTON STACEY CZATT, Ph.D., died 
March 9, 1979. In 1965, he retired to live in 
Penney Retirement Community in Penney 
Farms, FL. Earlier he was pastor of Centre 
Congregational Church in Brattleboro, VT for 
18 years and later executive assistant and 
admissions officer of the Brattleboro Retreat 
for 21 years. He is survived by his wife, two 
daughters, two grandsons and a 
great-granddaughter.
' 1 8 EDNA FARLEY GRAFFIUS passed 
away December 20, 1978 at Kimes 
Convalescent Center in Athens, OH. Mrs. 
Graffius is survived by husband, John, two 
sons, a daughter, seven grandchildren and 
two great-grandchildren; also 
daughter-in-law JUDITH GRAFFIUS 62.
'2 1 JESSIE WEIR LA ROUCH passed away 
in Boston, MA, October 20, 1978.
When in Otterbein during the period of 
World War I, Jessie was active in the 
Otterbein YWCA, serving as president. Jessie 
and her husband, Lyndon, were Quakers and 
very active in Settlement work in Boston.
23 EDNA JOHNSON GEORGE passed 
away February 8, 1979.
MARY LANCASTER WALTER passed away 
in New York.
24 HELEN BREDEN DARLING passed 
away March 26, 1979. She was the
widow of HAROLD K. DARLING 24.
'25 We have received word that ERNEST 
M. WAXBOM has passed away.
'26 MRS. FRANKLIN YOUNG died
February 2, 1979. She is survived by 
her husband, FRANKLIN YOUNG ’26, retired 
Otterbein faculty member (education), and 
daughter BEVERLY YOUNG LONG 54.
'29 KENNETH F. ECHARD, SR., died
November 21, 1978 in Ft. Lauderdale. 
He is survived by brother, WILBERT ’32, of 
Parkersburg, WVA, and son KENNETH, JR. 
’55, of Santa Monica, CA.
3 1 GRACE L. NORRIS died December 30, 
1978. She is survived by sister, JANE 
NORRIS WILLIAMS 38.
'33 JOHN G. APPLETON of Dedham, MA, 
retired director of the Northeast 
Region of the YMCA, died February 7, 1979, 
at the Ellis Nursing Home in Norwood. Mr. 
Appleton received a graduate degree from 
George Williams College in Chicago in 1936. 
He worked for the YMCA in Green Bay, WS 
and in Massillon and Youngstown, OH, 
before going to New England as the 
Northeast Region director in 1950. He was a 
member of the Association of Professional 
Directors of the YMCA, the International 
Association of Retired YMCA Directors and 
the Board of Directors of the Two-State 
YMCA. He was also on the Board of 
Directors of the New England Camping 
Association and he was a member of the 
Clinton Lodge of Masons in Massillon. He is 
survived by his wife, Ailene, two daughters, a 
son and two grandchildren.
'34 RICHARD R. McCracken passed
away October 2, 1978 in Dayton, OH.
He is survived by his wife, Geneva, of 
Sebring, FL.
'70 MARTHA WRIGHT JOHNSON of
Sunbury, OH, died in January, 1979 at 
the Grandview Hospital in Dayton, OH. She 
was a teacher in the Columbus School 
System.
friends
JACOB ELBERFELD died November 16, 
1978 at his home in Westerville, OH. He is 
survived by his wife, the former MARY 
HANSEL 54, sons JACOB 61, EDWARD ’69, 
daughters, MRS. DAVID (SARA) DEEVER 61 
and MRS. ROBERT (MARGARET) RUHL 64.
LYDIA L. MEYER, a Lifetime President’s 
Club Member of Otterbein College, died 
March 18, 1979. Her teaching career included 
five years at Snyder-Park Jr. High,
Springfield, OH, summer sessions at 
Wittenberg College and 32 years at South 
High School in Columbus, OH. She received 
her master’s degree in geography from Ohio 
State University, sold real estate, remodeled 
buildings, wrote two books, traveled widely, 
won an award for conservation practices on 
her farm and made extensive investments.
She was also a member of numerous 
organizations.
ALBERT H. MILES died November 25,
1978. He was the father of DOROTHY MILES 
CONARD 54, and GWENDY MILES JAHNKE 
'68. He was the grandfather of William 
Conard who is presently attending Otterbein. 
Daughter, Margaret Khachatuvan, also 
survives. MARY TRYON MILES, Mr. Miles 
first wife, was also an Otterbein graduate, 
Class of 1924.
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